Abstract
Elementary school social studies research, virtually all of which began in the 1960's, is clustered and summarized. No deliberate attempt was made to evaluate methods or particular findings. The following sections are included in these categories: 1) Goals: for education, social studies content, attitudes and values, behaviors and process, citizenship, and a national view; 2) Curriculum: early efforts, new developments, and trends and appraisals; 3) Children: knowledge prior to instruction, concepts of time, map skills and concepts of space, concepts, and social values and attitudes; 4) Learning and Inquiry: learning as inquiry, skills of inquiry and problem solving, questioning and thinking, and methods and techniques that encourage inquiry; 5) Educational Media: reading materials, visual and audio materials, other media, and comparative studies of methods and techniques; 6) Evaluation: promising techniques, expert approaches, and curriculum evaluation; and, 7) Teacher Education: teacher competencies, preservice, and inservice. The author concludes that many questions in elementary social studies are unanswered in spite of the amount of research, and calls for a national clearinghouse for social studies education. A 251-item bibliography is appended. (DJB)
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Introduction

More than ten years ago the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development planned to publish a survey of research in elementary social studies. When the publication became a reality, however, social learning rather than social studies was its focus. The reason for this broader point of view? Limiting the booklet only to research in social studies education would have resulted in no publication at all, simply because there was not enough research in the field at that time to make the task worthwhile.

Now, on the threshold of a new decade, the situation is very different. Spurred by research in other aspects of the elementary curriculum and encouraged by the availability of grants for research purposes, social studies educators and social scientists have engaged in a host of projects, large and small, simple and complex. Nor is this research effort yet at an end.

While there is much still to be discovered about social studies in the elementary school, questions about goals and outcomes, curriculum concerns, the search for more knowledge about children, learning and inquiry, testing new materials and methods, construction of evaluation devices, and innovations in teacher education are all in the picture.

This booklet paints in abbreviated strokes various components of this scene. With no deliberate effort to evaluate methods or particular findings, the booklet clusters and reports summaries of available research in such a way as to make the study of particular concerns immediately possible. Graduate student members of a research seminar, Rutha Jack, Harry C. Dunn, James Coad, Edward Wright, Gene E. and Charlotte G. Daugherty, Imogene Ramsey, and Linda Olsen George, gave valuable assistance in locating sources and in preparing portions of the original draft.
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1. Goals for Social Studies

Efforts to survey current research are most relevant to social studies education when made within the framework of appropriate goals and objectives, just as any improvement of instruction which results from such a survey is most sound when it also takes place within this framework. To say that research in social studies for the elementary schools has gone forward without regard for objectives would, of course, be entirely inaccurate; on the other hand, research which has been directly concerned with identifying goals suitable to the demands of American society has been something less than concentrated or thorough. Nevertheless, when the educator views thoughtfully the research that has been undertaken, he can find some criteria or principles upon which to base his own goals for social studies instruction.

Goals for Education

At least two recent general statements of goals for American education have relevance to the problem of goal identification in the social studies. The 1960 report of the President's Commission on National Goals, Goals for Americans (128), is a good starting point, the result of searching thought on the part of a commission of distinguished and talented persons from varied segments of American life. The report brings together ideas and statements of beliefs pertinent to democracy, expressed in generalizations concerning the following: The Individual, Equality, The Democratic Process, Education, The Arts and Sciences, The Democratic Economy, Economic Growth, Technological Change, Agriculture, Living Conditions, Health and Welfare, Helping To Build an Open and Peaceful World, The Defense of the Free World, and Disarmament and the United Nations. Although these goals were not originally intended as guidelines for education, they certainly focus attention upon facets of American life which are the natural content of social studies. They are well worth consideration by curriculum builders.
Similarly the statement by another national group, The Central Policies Commission of the Educational Policies Commission, National Education Association, has authority and thoughtful scholarship to support it. The Central Purpose of American Education (92) strongly emphasizes the importance of developing powers of rational thought and the skills of inquiry to enable pupils to extend knowledge, to understand their world, and to solve its problems. The relationship of this statement to social studies instruction is at once obvious.

Content Goals for Social Studies

For a definitive statement of goals for social studies, teachers could do no better than to consult the National Council for the Social Studies, which represents professional social studies educators and in a sense speaks for them. A rather monumental effort was made by NCSS to identify major themes in content and to publish a report for the guidance of curriculum planners and teachers. It consists of a statement of 15 themes which define the content of the curriculum from kindergarten through grade 14. The themes suggested are the following (113: 11-52):

1. Recognition of the dignity and worth of the individual
2. The use of intelligence to improve human living
3. Recognition and understanding of world interdependence
4. The understanding of the major world cultures and culture areas
5. The intelligent uses of the natural environment
6. The vitalization of our democracy through an intelligent use of our public educational facilities
7. The intelligent acceptance, by individuals and groups, of responsibility for achieving democratic social action
8. Increasing the effectiveness of the family as a basic social institution
9. The effective development of moral and spiritual values
10. The intelligent and responsible sharing of power in order to attain justice
11. The intelligent utilization of scarce resources to attain the widest general well-being
12. Achievement of adequate horizons of loyalty
13. Cooperation in the interest of peace and welfare

14. Achieving a balance between social stability and social change

15. Widening and deepening the ability to live more richly.

In further search for guidelines to content, other studies have been designed to identify generalizations from the social sciences which could become integrative content goals for social studies. Hanna and Lee (148) report an extensive exploration into the social sciences to determine sources of content for social studies, a study involving in its various phases 21 doctoral candidates. These researchers produced more than 3,000 generalizations from history and the social sciences focused on basic human activities in expanding communities of men.

An effort in kind was undertaken by the California State Department of Education. The resulting list of generalizations for social studies, based on those identified by social scientists and agreed upon by educators, has been used widely as the basis for content in various curriculum developments around the country. The California State Framework for the Social Studies (264), which identifies 18 generalizations related to concepts of change, basic needs, environment, democracy, natural resources, interdependence, culture, and the like, gave great impetus to the movement away from facts and information toward concern for ideas of continuing applicability in human relationships. Many of the curriculum projects discussed in the next chapter also have made efforts to identify significant generalizations from the social sciences, notably the Greater Cleveland Social Science Program (94) and the Contra Costa Curriculum Project (318). Others, like the Anthropology Curriculum Project (16) and the Elkhart Indiana Experiment in Economic Education (292), have concentrated principally upon generalizations from a single social science discipline.

Similarly, the Wisconsin Social Studies Committee, with the help of research scholars from universities, identified basic conceptual ideas that comprise the central elements of history and each of the social sciences. A Conceptual Framework for the Social Studies in Wisconsin Schools (57) is a publication which consists of charts showing basic conceptual ideas in varying applications at each grade level, designed to bring continuity and growth in understanding as pupils progress through the elementary school. This is a useful guide for persons rethinking the social studies curriculum!
Some of the difficulties of securing agreement on generalizations from the social sciences to undergird social studies instruction may be inferred from a study by Kaltsounis (197). He asked 14 social scientists each to name five principles which would be most essential to social studies instruction. There was very little agreement among the social scientists and little awareness of the integrative nature of social studies. Most of the social scientists gave principles from their own disciplines, an indication that they need to know much more than they do about social studies in the school.

On the other hand, Wood (349) discovered that it was less difficult to find agreement on understandings from a single discipline. When he asked teachers, curriculum specialists, and sociologists to rate the importance of 182 sociological understandings, he found that teachers and curriculum workers agreed fairly well and that sociologists were able to come to some agreement on ideas basic to a knowledge of sociology.

Determining specific concepts and understandings related to the study of a specific country poses similar problems for curriculum workers. DeBoer (78) developed, for a study of Alaska, a technique far selecting and validating important concepts, a process which can be applied to other geographic areas chosen for study. She found that concepts from anthropology, geography, and economics were judged to be more useful than those from other social sciences and from the arts.

The Curriculum Center in the Social Studies at Syracuse University (257), a project sponsored by the Cooperative Research Branch of the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, has identified three types of concepts: substantive concepts, value concepts, and concepts of methods. While the project does not attempt an all-inclusive list of concepts, it develops a number of very important ones that should be attended to as the child moves through school.

The substantive concepts which contribute to the selection of appropriate content in social studies are these: Sovereignty of the Nation-State in the Community of Nations; Conflict—Its Origin, Expression, and Resolution; The Industrialization-Urbanization Syndrome; Secularization; Compromise and Adjustment; Comparative Advantage; Power: Morality and Choice; Scarcity: Input and Output; Saving; The Modified Market Economy; Habitat and Its Significance; Culture; Institutions; Social Control; Social Change; and Interaction. From these concepts are to be derived generalizations which state some relationship between or among the concepts.
Taba (319: 7-8), through the Contra Costa Curriculum Project, focused on basic knowledge as the first category of objectives, breaking this objective down into three additional levels: “Basic concepts are high level abstractions expressed in verbal cues... Main ideas represent important generalizations... Specific facts serve to develop the main ideas.” To these knowledge objectives, of course, Taba added others which will be mentioned later.

**Attitudes and Values as Goals of Social Studies**

Attitudes, beliefs, and values are an important category of goals for social studies instruction, for they represent the keys to ways in which members of a society react and behave. While there has been some research to determine the attitudes and values held by elementary school children and teachers, there has been little attempt to determine what those attitudes and beliefs should be, at least beyond the philosophical level.

Again, however, the National Council for the Social Studies (244: 317) has developed subjectively a list of those beliefs it considers essential to the democratic way of life, a list for which there seems to be considerable support. This list includes beliefs in individual worth, equality of rights and liberties, equality of opportunity for self-development, group rights, the high priority of the common good, freedom of inquiry and expression, willingness to act on the basis of reasoned conclusion, government based on law, ability of people to govern themselves, freedom of economic competition consistent with general welfare, the values of both competition and cooperation, separation of church and state, maximum individual freedom under law, peaceful means of solving international problems, devotion to the heritage of the past, and commitment to perpetuate ideals of American life.

Another helpful delineation at the level of the affective domain is that by Krathwohl, Bloom, and Masia (204). While their taxonomy is not specifically directed toward social studies, the relationship of each level of objective to the development of attitudes, beliefs, and values in social studies is quite clear. The increasingly complex objectives—receiving, responding, valuing, organization, and characterization by a value or value complex—take the child from mere sensitivity to the existence of certain phenomena or stimuli to the very high-level state at which he has a code of behavior by which to guide his life. Surely such concerns are at the heart of social studies.
Value concepts were also included in the work of the Curriculum Center in the Social Studies at Syracuse University (257), concepts that are deeply enmeshed in the attitudes, opinions, and behaviors which citizens exhibit. The value concepts selected for particular attention in this study were these: the dignity of man, empathy, loyalty, government by consent of the governed, and freedom and equality. The study of values directed by Scriven (291) for the Social Science Education Consortium, however, led him to conclude that “equality of rights” is the only value that can be given even temporarily the status of an ultimate value.

Taba (319) interpreted this category of objectives as attitudes, feeling, and sensitivities: identification with people of various cultures, security that helps a person to be comfortable while being different, open-mindedness toward the opinions and behavior of others, acceptance of changes and adjustments to them, tolerance for the uncertain and the ambiguous, and response to human values and democratic ideals.

Behaviors and Process as Goals of Social Studies

Ultimately the democratic society is most concerned with the reactions and behaviors of its citizens, for what they do fashions life for the future. Concepts and generalizations, and the attitudes and values such knowledges generate, are but the preparation for behaviors and skills which are to be exhibited in the everyday life of citizens. Social studies instruction cannot stop with development of only knowledge and attitudes; the conversion of these into action must be given serious attention.

Such behaviors and skills fall into two categories—habits of searching and thinking, and actions taken as a result of knowledge gained. The National Council for the Social Studies (244: 316) has listed the behavioral patterns which are deemed essential for the continued growth of democratic society:

1. Keeping well informed on issues which affect society, and relating principles and knowledge derived from the social sciences to the study of contemporary problems
2. Using democratic means in seeking agreement, reaching solutions, and taking group action on social problems
3. Assuming individual responsibility for carrying out group decisions and accepting the consequences of group action
4. Defending constitutional rights and freedoms for oneself and others

5. Respecting and complying with the law, regardless of personal feelings, and using legal means to change laws deemed inimical or invalid

6. Supporting persons and organizations working to improve society by desirable action

7. Scrutinizing the actions of public officials

8. Participating in elections at local, state, and national levels, and preparing oneself for intelligent voting in these elections

9. Opposing special privilege whenever it is incompatible with general welfare

10. Being prepared and willing to render public service and to give full-time service in emergencies

11. Engaging in continual reexamination of one's personal values, as the value system of the nation.

In addition, the National Council for the Social Studies (214, 318, 327) has identified abilities and skills needed by pupils and adults for effective behavior. Skills centering on ways and means of handling social studies materials, skills of reflective thinking as applied to social studies problems, and skills in effective group participation. Detailed components of these skills also are specified.

The Curriculum Center in the Social Studies at Syracuse University (257) has identified such skills as concepts of method in a broad sense, historical method and points of view, the geographical approach, and causation, and as techniques of observation, classification, and measurement, analysis and synthesis, objectivity, skepticism, and interpretation. Essentially, these are components of the decision-making process.

Cognitive behaviors have received the closest scrutiny in recent studies and projects. The research project directed by Taba (319) places special emphasis upon thinking as one of its categories of objectives. The model curriculum developed in the project has attempted to break down the thinking act into three levels or sub-objectives: concept formation, resulting from the interrelating and organization of data; development of generalization, representing the ways in which pupils interpret data and make inferences from them; and application of principles, representing the ways in which pupils apply to new situations what they have learned and make predictions of outcomes.
Clearly related to such identification is the taxonomy of educational objectives by Bloom (28). His analysis of the hierarchy of skills in the cognitive domain—knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation—with their clarifying subskills—has been extremely useful in calling attention to the importance of rational power as an objective of social studies. Sanders (279) has made a useful translation of the taxonomy for teachers of social studies.

The emphasis upon process goals has been gaining steadily in recent months. Starting somewhat from the earlier stress at the beginning of the decade upon concepts and generalizations as components of the structure of social studies, one evidence of the interesting change is a recent publication of the California State Department of Education (299). Feeling that the needs of society today demand that pupils develop knowledge of the world as it is, attention to its current social problems, the Social Science Study Committee has placed emphasis upon the mastery of the process of inquiry by which pupils may study human relationships.

The new proposal lists ten essential goals definite for all pupils. It includes the ability to do the following:

1. Describe one's own reading to critical thinking and any generalizations or interpretations.
2. Select and use appropriate modes of inquiry in terms of the problem under study.
3. Select and use appropriate procedures of inquiry in light of the mode of inquiry that is being used at a given time.
4. Interpreting data meaningfully across the context of information and communicate ideas effectively.
5. The concepts of such as analysis problems, grade observation, make comparisons, chart data, interpret findings, and communicate ideas.
6. Contrast empirical events and activities at appropriate to explore similarities, similarities and differences.
7. Analyze right, wrong, and important information in the context of relevant values and evaluating conditions.
8. Prepare and evaluate solution to problems in terms of consistent analysis based on a variety of values.
9. Make and test hypotheses and generalizations taking account of relevant information and avoiding generalizations.
10. Express and demonstrate ways in which fundamental values are a part of our American heritage.

**Citizenship as a Goal of Social Studies**

The goal of citizenship is of overriding importance in education and particularly in social studies. It has been the continuing concern of almost every statement of social studies objectives. To identify the specific goal was the task undertaken in 1966 by the Civic Education Project (272), sponsored by the National Council for the Social Studies. Members of the commission were asked to visit secondary schools of the nation to ask, "What is a good citizen?" Their conclusions are of importance to every elementary teacher as well (272: 415-19).

**Goal 1.** A citizen who believe in both liberty of the individual and equality of rights for all as provided by the Constitution of the United States.

**Goal 2.** A citizen who recognizes that we live in an "open-ended" world and is receptive to new facts, new ideas and new processes of living.

**Goal 3.** A citizen who makes value judgments that enable him to function effectively in a changing world.

**Goal 4.** A citizen who accepts the responsibility to participate in democratic making by informing his representatives, experts, and specialists of his reactions to alternative public polices.

**Goal 5.** A citizen who develops skills and acquires knowledge to meet the real and political economic, social, and cultural problems of the time.

**Goal 6.** A citizen who takes pride in the achievements of the United States and at the same time appreciates the contributions to civilization of other peoples throughout the world.

**Goal 7.** A citizen who remains constantly aware of the tremendous effects of social change on American and world civilizations, and works for their use in the quest for improved living for all mankind.

**Goal 8.** A citizen who accepts the importance of economic security and economic opportunity in the lives of all men and concerns himself with strengthening both.

**Goal 9.** A citizen who uses the creative arts to enrich himself to human experience and to develop the uniqueness of his personality.

**Goal 10.** A citizen who has compassion for other human beings and is sensitive to their needs, feelings, and aspirations.
Goal 11. A citizen who understands that the continuation of human existence depends upon the reduction of national rivalries, and works for international cooperation and order.

Goal 12. A citizen who develops a set of principles consistent with his democratic heritage, and applies them conscientiously in his daily life.

A National View of Goals for Social Studies

Looking at the objectives for national assessment in social studies may be a useful way to bring to a close a survey of research concerned with goals. The plan for national assessment of attainment in the major fields of study in the public schools proposes to gather evidence on achievement at selected levels of maturity, in the various regions of the country, and from representative socio-economic levels. Objectives for both citizenship and social studies were carefully selected by panels of scholars, teachers, and curriculum specialists, with importance of the objective to society as the agreed-upon criterion. Citizenship goals and social studies goals were separated because it became clear to the panel members that many areas of study contribute to the former and that these goals could not be included solely in social studies.

Campbell and Nichols (46) report the techniques for identifying the goals for citizenship and include some examples. Kurfman (206: 210-11) lists the five major objectives on which consensus was reached for social studies.

1. Within the limits of his maturity, a person competent in the area of social studies uses analytic, scientific procedures effectively. He identifies and defines problems and issues; he obtains information from a variety of sources; he formulates stable generalizations and hypotheses; he distinguishes relevant from irrelevant information and reliable from unreliable sources; and he detects logical errors and unstated assumptions.

2. A person competent in the area of social studies has knowledge relevant to the major ideas and concerns of social scientists. For example, he understands some of the major characteristics of economic systems, especially the American economic system. He understands something about spatial distributions and man's interaction with the physical environment.

3. He has a reasonable commitment to the values that sustain a free society. Examples of sub-objectives. He is committed to the fundamental worth of the individual; to the freedoms of the First Amend-
ment—to the Rule of Law—and to open opportunity for advancement. He is willing to act for the general interest and to participate in decision making when these decisions are relevant to his life.

4. He has curiosity about human affairs. Sub-objectives: He raises questions and seeks answers; he is open to new information and ideas; he tries to understand why other people think and act as they do.

5. He is sensitive to creative intuitive methods of explaining the human condition. Sub-objectives: He reads history, philosophy, and fiction; he recognizes the role of creative-intuitive methods in scientific inquiry; he distinguishes personalized explanations of human affairs from scientific-objective explanations.

This statement of objectives assembled in concise and clear-cut fashion is representative of the content-affective-behavior and process goals described in this chapter. Knowledge on the national level of how well these goals are being attained would seem to be of real value in planning and improving the social studies curriculum. Many of the new developments reported in the following chapter reflect and reinforce these concerns.
2. The Social Studies Curriculum

Because of the breadth of its content and its changing nature, the social studies curriculum has been in a state of continual uncertainty almost from its earliest induction into the elementary school. Primarily existing at first as geography and history, it went through a series of changes—correlation, fusion, social learning—without becoming clearly defined in objective, content, or method.

Furthermore, having come into status as a curriculum area somewhat later than reading, writing, and mathematics, the social studies field frequently has been put aside in favor of skill development or entirely neglected simply because of its undefined nature. More recently, intense interest in the development of science in the elementary school has influenced further the time available for social studies.

Of course, this is not to say that no attention at all was given to the social studies curriculum prior to the present decade, the period of its greatest focus. Quite to the contrary. But these efforts were generally on the theoretical level and were not widely implemented in practice. While many forward-looking schools could be identified with one or more of the emerging trends, by and large the geography and history textbooks dominated the scene; and instruction was circumscribed by the content and method suggested by their authors.

Early Curriculum Efforts

At the risk of being too brief, it may be well here to call attention to a few of the breakthrough points in the development of the social studies curriculum in order to provide some historical background against which the points of view of current curriculum development projects and research efforts may be considered.

One of the ideas which pierced some holes in the shield of the textbook-centered, separate-subjects approach to social studies was the proposal which focused social studies instruction upon the com-
mon basic activities in which human beings engage as they go about the business of daily living—past, present, and future. The first to publish a curriculum based on social functions was the state of Virginia (59). In this course of study the school day was organized around problems of home life, community living, adaptation to environment, inventions and discoveries, and machine production; and pupils became actively involved in solving these problems. The integrative “unit of work” took form in this course of study.

The Virginia course of study served as a model for developing other curriculum plans, embodying both the social-functions idea and the widening-horizons approach to sequence, the latter being based on the assumption that children work best with the known environment when they are young and progressively become able to handle content from increasingly more remote locales. Textbooks, too, took up this widening-horizons (or expanding-environment) concept, which has persisted strongly to the present.

At this point it may be well to note that there are many critics of the widening-horizons concept, among them Smith and Cardinell (307), whose research indicated that children have interests that go beyond their immediate environment, and that television has a great influence on children's informational background and concerns. On the other hand, Hanna (147) has extended the widening-horizons idea—the expanding communities of men—superimposing upon it basic human activities which are the center of attention of people in all environments. Theoretically, then, Hanna sees these basic human activities as the concepts which become increasingly sharply defined as pupils explore the wider communities in which people live.

An even more comprehensive design for an interactive, integrative curriculum than that proposed in the Virginia Course of Study was the proposal by Stratemeyer and others (316), in which the program of the school was organized around “persistent life situations” children face as they grow to maturity. The comprehensive plan cut across the entire school day and provided for functional development of both content and skills. While not widely implemented in many schools, the provocative design had a subtle influence on curriculum planners and continues to be relevant to their deliberations.

A valuable perspective on the whole of social studies curriculum development may be secured through a study by Leef (214), who explored at intervals of 20 years the relationship between the social forces of each period and the social studies curriculum. She
discovered that social forces—political, social, and economic—had indeed been reflected in social studies for the elementary school, but that in general these forces had not directed attention to any degree to the need for critical appraisal of the social order. The investigator did, however, find that the curriculum had become more and more closely related to real-life concerns of the learners.

In spite of these influences, however, before the decade of the sixties, the social studies curriculum was largely characterized by emphasis upon textbook content, concern for geography and history to the exclusion of other social sciences, expository methods based on recall and reproduction of information, survey rather than depth studies, and little pupil involvement either in planning or experiencing. There has been until recently little evidence to refute social studies critic Mayer (225: 222), whose critical survey produced evidence that facts and where to find them were largely the focus of social studies with little attendant concern for interpreting the facts and drawing conclusions from them.

New Developments in Social Studies

Fortunately, the curriculum improvement focus which in a sense has revolutionized instruction in both science and mathematics has in the past few years been trained upon social studies, bringing to life this area of the curriculum and influencing its status considerably. A great number of curriculum projects are identifying concepts and generalizations, developing scope and sequence proposals, probing in depth particular aspects of a social science, and producing materials.

The formal development projects have a variety of sponsors. One of the most extensive undertakings is Project Social Studies, supported by the Cooperative Research Branch of the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (81; 101; 305). Since 1963, programs supported under this project have been under development with one or more of these ideas as point of focus—overcoming lag between research and practice, identifying the structure of social science disciplines, developing methods of inductive teaching, emphasizing sequential learning, examining new content, producing materials for pupils and teachers, and evaluating the use of these products. Other projects with similar incentives are being financed and sponsored by the National Science Foundation, private philanthropic organizations, universities, and public school systems.
One group of projects, already mentioned in the preceding chapter, has concentrated on the identification of concepts, themes, or generalizations upon which curriculum in social studies may or should be based. A committee of the National Council for the Social Studies produced a scholarly but practically-implemented list of 15 basic themes for the guidance of curriculum planners (113). An equally influential contribution to curriculum development has been the list of high-order generalizations produced by the State Central Committee on Social Studies for use in designing social studies curriculum in the state of California. These generalizations developed cooperatively by educators and scholars from the various disciplines have been widely cited and very frequently used by various groups in curriculum planning (264).

Similarly, conceptual ideas basic to each of the social sciences and history were identified by the Wisconsin Social Studies Committee (57), providing a structure for curriculum development in Wisconsin and leading to preparation of courses of study, resource units, and teaching materials. A useful feature of this proposal is that major concepts for each discipline are listed in chart form, with suggested sub-concepts and sequence recommendations. The Curriculum Center in the Social Studies at Syracuse University has also been engaged in identifying concepts from the social sciences and allied disciplines appropriate for the elementary and secondary program in social studies, in examining useful workways for these disciplines, and in evaluating at three grade levels illustrative materials which translate the concepts and workways into classroom practice (97; 256; 257).

Several of the current development projects have been devoted to the designing of articulated social studies programs for elementary through secondary school; some of these are already being published for general use. One of the major reform projects is the Greater Cleveland Social Science Program (94), a curriculum designed for kindergarten through twelfth grade, one intended to produce a clear understanding of the nature of the free society and to develop generalizations from the social sciences in an integrated way. Of particular interest is the third-grade in-depth study of Cleveland—its problems, resources, functions, and relationships to state, nation, and the world. Materials for both teachers and pupils are a part of this effort.

The Social Studies Curriculum Development Center at the University of Minnesota also undertook the development of a new curriculum for grades 1-14, including teaching guides and resource
units (342; 343). In general, the plan has abandoned the widening-horizons concept of sequence, while using topics close to pupils' lives as the take-off points for comparative studies which emphasize concepts from anthropology, sociology, and geography in the primary grades, with the addition of economics at fourth grade, and special attention to history and geography at fifth- and sixth-grade levels. Heavy emphasis upon the behavioral sciences appears throughout as a result of concern for behavioral goals in the affective domain.

Culture regions and civilizations provide the framework for an elementary through secondary school program begun in 1964 at Rhode Island College under a grant from the U.S. Office of Education and utilizing the Providence Public Schools as the locale (300). The Providence Social Studies Curriculum Study has prepared unit teaching guides for an integrated approach which reflects important ideas from various social sciences. Primary grades focus on sociological patterns of family and community; older pupils concentrate on the regional concept as illustrated by various areas of the world and by various civilizations.

The Contra Costa Curriculum Project, revised as the Taba Social Studies Curriculum (324), is another which has developed a comprehensive, sequential social studies program for the elementary schools. Based on Taba's model for development of cognitive processes (110; 319; 320; 321), the program is designed to develop basic knowledge, critical thinking, attitudes, and skills of search and group work. Basic concepts serve as threads which run throughout the sequence; main ideas or generalizations serve as unit organizers; experiences are planned to develop inductive thinking. Content follows somewhat the widening-horizons approach, with special concern for California and its cultural heritage at the fourth-grade level. Taba's close association with development of the curriculum guides and the in-service education of the teachers has made the project a working model of her ideas about teaching social studies.

Some of the projects which have stirred the most comment and criticism, however, are those which concentrate more or less upon a single discipline. Such a controversial project is the one directed by Educational Services Incorporated (now Education Development Center) under the aegis of Jerome Bruner. In "Man: A Course of Study" (37), Bruner has implemented his ideas about teaching the structure of a discipline—in this case, largely anthropology. Through content seemingly far removed from that which
most teachers consider appropriate for elementary children, Bruner and his associates have sought to develop some basic principles about the humanness of man, how he came to be that way, and how he can become more so. Four units—language, tools, social organizations, and child rearing—serve as models rather than as a complete curriculum. Methods emphasize inductive learning facilitated by special materials, games, films, and models. Typical of the criticism which this project has stimulated is that of Krug (205), who questions Bruner's preoccupation with structure, with anthropology to the exclusion of history and other social sciences, with overgeneralized objectives, and his neglect of significant problems in today's world.

Probably equally controversial is the Anthropology Curriculum Project at the University of Georgia (16; 266). The project provides materials in two cycles, one for primary and one for intermediate, the first emphasizing the concept of culture and the techniques of the anthropologist through study of primitive peoples, and the second replicating and reinforcing concepts introduced earlier. Through rather didactic methods of teaching, the pupils are introduced to many anthropological terms which are subsequently explained and illustrated through project-produced materials. This process is thought to result in a clarification of the structure of the discipline along the lines of Bruner's ideas, though the elements of inductive learning and teaching which are part of his philosophy seem to be much less prominent.

The Michigan Elementary Social Science Education Project directs its attention particularly to sociology and includes psychology and social anthropology (109; 217; 218). It patterns its design after current programs in the physical sciences, using a laboratory approach to study of human behavior and emphasizing methods of inquiry. Six units—Friendliness, Unfriendliness; People and Groups Different from Ourselves; Getting Work Done Alone and in Groups; Social Influence; Decision Making; and Personal and Group Development—point up the uniqueness of its plan.

Projects in economics have had their share of the research spotlight, most notable among them being the Elkhart Indiana Experiment in Economic Education at Purdue University (292). Senesh (294), the director of the project, has identified the characteristics of the program—social-reality oriented, problem oriented, structure oriented, interdisciplinary, K-12 oriented, and space oriented (that is, related to earth). The program itself is built on five ideas basic to the structure of economics—scarcity, specializa-
tion, interdependence, market, and public policy. The curriculum, which is now available from commercial sources, includes teacher guides and pupil materials, films, and recordings (293).

In the area of economics education there are also materials developed by the Industrial Relations Center of the University of Chicago for grades four, five, and six (259). The objective of the project is to help elementary pupils develop concepts of consumption and production and the relationships between them. A unique feature of the sixth-grade program is a simulation entitled Market in which pupils buy and sell foods in grocery stores, taking the roles of consumers and retailers.

Such developments as these have stirred rather widespread interest in the status of instruction in economics. Brown (35) studied Louisiana public schools, for example, discovering that economic education was being given some attention and approval in many schools. Systems associated with programs developed by the Joint Council on Economic Education were more extensively involved in such instruction than schools on their own.

History in grades five, eight, and eleven is the concern of the Social Studies Curriculum Study Center at Northwestern University (211; 212). Integration of concepts from the social sciences with the study of American history was a basic guideline directed toward the elimination of repetition and overlap among the grades in which American history is taught. Beyond this one effort, there seems to be little interest in curriculum development stressing history at the elementary level.

Geography has come in for some measure of attention in the current social studies improvement effort. Bemis (22) surveyed all state departments of education and school systems in all cities over 100,000 population to determine the status of geography in the public schools. He found no one pattern of social studies organization and, beyond the third grade, little agreement as to what it should be. An integrated program of human and regional geography seemed to be supported by the data. Rice (265) gathered survey data which seemed to imply that there was lack of recognition of geography as a scholarly discipline and a decline in specific geographic instruction in the elementary school. On the other hand, in his survey of intermediate grades in Iowa, Minnesota, and South Dakota, Veltkamp (333) found considerable concern for geographic education but little evidence that teachers understood its objectives or were well-prepared to teach the subject.

Lee and Stampfer (213), drawing upon data from two inves-
tigations conducted under Project Social Studies at Northwestern University, concluded that a lengthened period of geographic instruction—from primary grades on—was essential to the maintenance of geographic skill. Also interested in geographic skills and understandings, Davies (72) used research methodology to develop a program of map skills and understandings for the intermediate grades and to determine its content by logical analysis. The product of his effort includes a developmental sequence of learning experiences for each of nine basic human activities, the whole designed to teach pupils to use maps as geographic tools.

At the University of California at Los Angeles, Crabtree (62, 63) has directed a project in geography for primary grades, a program based on the concept of areal association, and has developed strategies and instructional materials suitable for young children. The content consists of problematic situations involving events in which human behavior has been shaped by geographic forces. In another study Henzi (157) has been applying to structural ideas in geography a curriculum spiraling technique with special emphasis upon discovery learning.

Some recent curriculum efforts have been concerned with the political socialization of children. At present there seems to be interest in determining where pupils are in relation to political attitudes and interests. Jares and others (152) found an unusually strong association between low socioeconomic status and negative political attitudes among the children of Appalachia as compared with most children in the United States.

Greenstein's (111) study bore similar fruit, showing that low-status children felt that they had no part to play in political life of the world, no influence, and no way to cope with things as they are. On the other hand, he found that, generally speaking, children had rather supportive attitudes toward government and its leaders, were limited in political knowledge, and were not political radicals. Hess, Easton, and others (43, 163, 164, 165) conducted a study of 12,000 elementary school children from grades one through eight, a study which has produced evidence to show that the years between three and thirteen seem to be the important years in the formation of political attitudes and readiness for citizenship.

Arnoft (8) describes the Springfield Study in which seven elementary schools were selected as the sample from which pupils in grades two, three, and four were to study a unit on government. The concepts developed in the unit involved many terms, relationships, and topics not usually introduced in the elementary school curricu-
him, their social backgrounds, emotional development, and the like. The study produced evidence that pupils were able to understand concepts of government at the local, state, and national levels and were able to deal with much more complex concepts than educators had assumed possible.

Related to the political socialization of children and youth is the study of controversial issues. Although controversy research seems almost revolutionary except for the work of McAnoly (229), He asked 63 elementary school teachers of one Eastern state whether or not they discussed controversial issues in their social studies programs. He handed out questionnaires that they did not discuss controversial issues in their classrooms. Teachers of the primary grades listed diverse opinions of parents, religious pressures, unacceptable personal and living habits, age and racial characteristics as types of controversial issues which might be pertinent to the lives of their pupils. Intermediate grade teachers listed such topics as religious, communism, sex, industrial problems, political issues, world events such as Castro in Cuba, class differences, racial characteristics, and the like. The study raises some serious questions about the relevance of the social studies content designed for much younger ages.

An interesting study by Sprott (231) attempted to discover the kinds of materials about broad social conflicts which can be understood by sixth-grade pupils. Situations involving such topics in social conflicts were dramatized and presented to the subjects of the study, who read the stories and responded to a test of comprehension. The results showed that children at this level were able to take initial steps in understanding the nature of social conflicts, and on the basis of the findings the investigator recommended that such a study should begin at an "early and impressionable age."

The development of multicultural and international understanding has been a feature of many of the integrative curricula discussed in this chapter and of particular focus in those in the area of anthropology. Additionally, there have been some particular efforts devoted to this very important matter. The Glenn Falls Project (220), sponsored by the National Council for the Social Studies, was built on the belief that the study of world affairs is appropriate at every grade level and in every aspect of curriculum. The program was designed to help each pupil develop an increasing understanding of other peoples, a growing appreciation of other cultures, attitudes of respect for others, a sense of responsibility as
to one role in a world of nations, and an awareness of the realities of international problems. The project was characterized by total community commitment. On the whole it is quite reminiscent of a much earlier program—the Springfield Plan (53).

A research study by Lambert and Klappnberg (207) offers striking evidence of the views children held of their own and of foreign people and implies that early attention to the development of appropriate world views and attitudes is essential to intercultural and international understanding. That some progress has been made was evidenced in a study by Ahmed (41), whose analysis of social studies curriculum materials used before 1945 and after 1955 in 12 representative school systems revealed a definite trend toward influencing pupils in the direction of world citizenship.

Presently social studies educators are being faced with new concerns posed by proposals for "black studies," "black curriculum," and "black history." These proposals seek to provide for black children, and white children as well, formerly neglected areas of content designed to emphasize the role of blacks in the history and development of modern society. Such a proposal is the one by Smith (303), who, after studying American history books in relation to black-oriented content designed for elementary school pupils, drew from the social sciences and with special emphasis upon the role of Afro-Americans.

The growing concern for such curriculum modification has been widened to include all minority groups who have been demeaned and disowned by the society, and there is evidence of positive curriculum effort to implement the discussion that is going on. A number of new programs are emphasizing acculturation and comparative studies, and there is a noticeable effort in the development of teaching materials about minority groups, particularly about black culture. A very useful example of the latter is the April 1969 issue of Social Education which contains a wealth of many kinds of teaching resources.

Much is currently being written to help educators understand children who have special needs: curriculum development no doubt will follow. Ponder (254), for example, has rather effectively identified common attitudes toward the disadvantaged which tend to affect adversely efforts to seek out workable teaching processes; he also has formulated some general principles in planning for these children. Maddox and Ross (224) studied the words and phrases which were thought to be disruptive of good relationships
among the races and to have a depressing effect upon efforts to develop curriculum well suited to inner city boys and girls.

Several efforts more closely connected with curriculum may have helpful suggestions for others who are making plans. Edgar (91) reports the Project BRIDGE which attempted to orient middle-class college students to the problems of teaching in the ghetto. As an aspect of this project, the project directors involved their Negro junior high school subjects in a study of American history through biographies of famous black persons, thus helping the pupils learn successfully through improved self-image and better understanding of human relationships. Harney and Burgdorf (153) describe an experience in which campus school teachers at the University of Wisconsin used a current events clipping—a neighborhood disturbance between a youth gang and the police—to spur an examination of interaction as an approach to community problems.

Bryan (40) used a study of the out-of-school experiences of 22 deprived second-grade pupils to develop curriculum plans for them. Banks (19) reports an experience in which seventh-grade black pupils were confronted with a series of historical documents to stimulate problem-raising about their heritage.

A relevant project directed toward the development of curriculum suited to the needs of inner city children was undertaken at the Adams-Morgan Elementary School. Burnes and Hershberger (42) report the experiences of six graduate students who volunteered to undertake as a class assignment the planning of a social studies curriculum emphasizing inquiry as its major focus.

A three-year project in Wilmington, Delaware (66; 67), focused curriculum planning on human relationships as they surface in changing neighborhoods, segregation and integration, economic forces in the inner city, and population movements in the city. The resulting curriculum was made the core of the school's program at each level.

A great variety of materials, programs, and projects related to urban education have been sponsored by the U.S. Office of Education through the Great Cities Program for School Improvement, an organization of large cities whose purpose is to conduct studies of the problems peculiar to public education in the city environment. An extensive survey report of locally-developed products in this program (64) is evidence of the creative approach many groups are taking to reach inner city children, teachers, and parents with a view to making education a more integral part of the urban scene.
Trends and Appraisals

In addition to the curriculum developments described here, there are many others; local and state projects are increasing rapidly in number. Certainly the period of the 1960's has witnessed unprecedented activity in the social studies. The significance of these efforts remains to be seen; obviously their very diversity raises questions about their chances for survival or integration in the school program. The Social Science Education Consortium (238; 239) has been concerned with the exchange of ideas among social science curriculum project workers and has subsequently published a conference report summarizing such topics as the structure of knowledge, the question of values, and the processes of learning and their curriculum implications.

As the array of curriculum development projects is spread before the educator, several trends are clearly visible. Fraser (112) identifies the following:

1. The search for a conceptual framework
2. An increased emphasis on sequence
3. New views of readiness
4. The thrust of the behavioral sciences
5. Depth studies instead of surveys
6. A comprehensive world view
7. Instruction based on inquiry
8. Multi-media learning materials and procedures
9. A climate of experimentation and innovation
10. Social scientists and educators work together.

The great variety and diversity of programs being developed also point up the need for criteria by which these programs can be evaluated by interested educators who may be studying them as preparation for projects of their own or who are considering adaptations for use in their own schools. Jarolimek (178) proposes 12 guidelines which may be used in making decisions about the quality and appropriateness of any new program or practice.

1. Are the major purposes of the program clearly stated in terms of pupil behavior, realistically attainable, and consistent with the philosophy of a democratic society?

2. Is the program psychologically sound?

3. Does the program show evidence of providing for balance in its attention to cognitive, affective, and skills objectives?
4. Does the program provide for sequential and systematic development of concepts and skills that are believed to be important?

5. Are the criteria for the selection of substantive content clearly specified in the program?

6. Is the program of instruction relevant to the lives of the pupils?

7. Is the scope of the program realistic in terms of the contemporary world and the backgrounds of today’s pupils?

8. Are the learning activities and instructional resources consistent with the stated purposes of the program?

9. Does the program provide adequately for differentiated instruction?

10. Is the program one that teachers will understand and be able to implement?

11. Are the curriculum documents sufficiently structured to provide the teacher with direction, yet flexible enough to allow individual teacher initiative and creativity?

12. Is it possible to evaluate the program in order to establish with some degree of confidence the extent to which major purposes have been achieved?

For a critical appraisal of particular national projects in social studies, readers may refer to the April 1970 issue of Social Education, designed to help teachers and curriculum specialists select for further study project materials which may seem relevant to local situations. Program developments are described in terms of rationale, continuity, and sequence; cognitive, affective, and psycho-motor objectives; instructional materials and strategies; approaches to evaluation and in-service education; special needs, problems, or costs; and alternate uses for all or parts of the program.
3. Children and Social Studies

RESEARCHERS have been discovering more and more about the readiness of children to learn concepts and skills associated with social studies in the elementary classroom. Numerous and varied investigations conducted since 1960 have examined the knowledges, interests, skills, and attitudes children bring to social studies instruction.

Knowledge Prior to Instruction

Of particular interest to the teacher of social studies is the knowledge which pupils have prior to instruction, since such information is invaluable in planning for instruction to meet individual interests and needs. For example, Goldstein (133) found that first-grade pupils enter school with far more knowledge of land features than is usually expected. After working with 87 entering first-grade pupils in the identification of 23 landforms and waterforms, such as mountains, rivers, and lakes, he concluded that social studies programs should be revised to take into account pupils' higher level of information.

Lowry (221) conducted a survey of 287 second-grade children from three sections of the country to determine their knowledge before instruction. The pupils were interviewed individually and recorded on tape. She found that pupils were familiar with 85 percent of the 110 concepts found in their social studies text. Kaltounis (196) found that third-grade pupils knew 37 percent of the social studies for their grade before instruction; and Penner (248), who studied the extent to which 491 fourth-grade pupils from four states were familiar at the beginning of the school year with geographical concepts usually taught in the fourth grade, obtained results that indicated that pupils knew almost half the concepts common to ten current textbook editions. These investigators all concluded that elementary school children possess a higher degree of knowledge of social studies information and concepts than is generally supposed.
On the other hand, Mugge (243) interpreted somewhat differently evidence derived from her study of pupils' knowledge prior to instruction. Her investigation was designed to ascertain what information second-grade children could be expected to have in social studies before topics were introduced for study. The children were asked to respond to a test of social studies information, another test dealing with content outside their environment, a questionnaire related to definitions, and one relating to experiences. The informational test questions were secured from seven textbooks and from recent social studies curriculum guides; the definition test required pupils to define some of the terms they had been asked to use in the information test.

The results indicated that pupils in general responded correctly to about one-third of the questions on the informational test and more than half the questions on definitions. There was a definite relationship between the variety of experiences the pupils had had and the scores they received. There were many misconceptions and gaps in learnings, which confirmed Mugge's belief that children do vary greatly in readiness for social studies, just as they vary in their experiential background. Mugge is of the opinion that evidence of pupils' acquisition of information may mislead the teacher to overlook their lack of ability to systematize, store, and use such information. A similar study (242) with first-grade pupils convinced Mugge that children at this level are ready to learn concepts, but only those that require a single criterion of classification.

In any case, it seems clear that today's children are often underestimated by their teachers, who may not be aware of the experiential background of their pupils. Certainly teachers need to know more about the wide range of differences that exist in a group.

In view of evidence that pupils bring considerable knowledge to their social studies classroom, is their interest in social studies high or low? To pursue this question, Herman (159; 160) used an interest inventory in which pupils were asked to state their preference for typical activities in the elementary school subjects. More than 200 Pennsylvania fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade pupils responded in such a way as to indicate social studies as one of the least-liked school subjects. In a study by Curry (69) nearly 44,000 fifth-grade pupils ranked social studies ninth in a list of nine possible subject choices. Green (138) sought to discover pupils' specific interests in social studies. In this study, intermediate pupils preferred sociology and liked economics least; primary pupils liked
political science most and anthropology least; girls preferred sociology but disliked economics; boys chose geography as the favorite and anthropology as least favored.

Adams (1) created a situation in which fifth- and sixth-grade children were motivated to ask questions about social studies. While the average number of questions was 4.3, thirty-four percent of the pupils asked no questions at all. More questions came from girls than boys, from younger pupils than older ones, and from pupils with higher intelligence quotients and socioeconomic level. In general, pupils who asked questions appeared to have a positive attitude toward social studies; those who did not were negative in their reactions. Such findings as these open up the question of the relationship of pupil interests to ability to handle concepts drawn from the various social sciences and the relationship of interests and abilities to the degree of challenge social studies offer the child who brings considerable knowledge with him to the classroom.

Equally important is pupils' ability to formulate and to comprehend concepts basic to various aspects of social studies. Wann and others (236) studied children three to six years of age to determine what they could understand about their world. The method of study employed was that of action research designed to systematically study children's ability to understand. After two years of study on the problem-solving behavior of their subjects, the investigators concluded that children employed the essential process of concept formation in their efforts to seek more and more information and that they tried to relate and test one bit of information against another. Spodek (311), using the basic concepts of history and geography in dealing with the topic "New York as a Harbor," concluded that kindergarten children can begin to develop significant social science concepts by dealing with concrete objects, real or representational. They can deal with ideas over a long period of time and gather information in many ways. They can also transfer their understandings to new situations.

Lind (162), purposed to develop a verbal-pictorial measuring instrument of 10th, second-grade social studies concepts (selected from five recent textbooks) by which to determine if statistically significant differences in prior social studies knowledge might be due to eleventh grade, chronological age, grade level, or sex. In a study of 120 pupils selected from a population of 1,308, grade level proved to be the most highly significant variable, while sex was of no significance. On the other hand, Rogers and Layton (270),
who gave to more than 100 first- and second-grade pupils seven tests related to four social studies topics, found that a substantial number of the children demonstrated an ability to conceptualize at the correct level, with no significant difference appearing between the two grade level groups except in the items related to transportation. Although it might be concluded that little or no growth occurred during the two-year period, the researcher felt that such a conclusion would be better based if the study had been a longitudinal one.

Sixth-grade pupils were subjects in an investigation by Schiele (282), who studied their ability to explain conceptions of common terms appearing in a sixth-grade textbook. Pupils tended to score higher on a multiple-choice test of understanding than they did when they were asked to define the same concepts with concrete objects. Children of higher intelligence had less need of concrete objects to express their ideas than pupils of lower intelligence.

**Concepts of Time**

Concepts of time have received particular attention from researchers interested in pupils' conceptual development. There is no doubt, of course, that the ability to conceptualize time and space relationships is important in social studies.

Although a survey by Dobbs (82) of the research and literature indicated that there are conflicting opinions in this area, some investigators are convinced that time and space concepts are too difficult for children before the intermediate and junior high school levels. However, Stephens (313) is one of several researchers who have found that planned instruction in time concepts results in successful learning by kindergarten pupils.

McAulay (229) conducted a study to determine what understandings second-grade children have of time relationships. He selected 165 pupils from suburban middle-class families in an industrial city, from lower-class families in a railroad industrial town, and from families in a professional college community. The children were asked questions which would reveal their understandings of time which are associated with self (Who do you think has lived longer, your mother or your grandmother?), with the immediate environment (Which will be here first, Christmas or Easter?), and with historical events (Who lived first, Washington or Lincoln?). Results indicated that social studies programs for second grade underestimate the child's understanding of time.
Although these pupils seemed to have little comprehension of continuity of time as it is related to self or to the immediate environment, they understood periods of time which were concerned with events rather than with persons and places; they associated persons from history with one another, and they retained some information about such persons and events.

A study to determine the differences among pupils in the interpretation of indefinite expressions of time commonly found in textbooks was conducted by Gill (125). He asked 254 college, high school, junior high school, and intermediate-grade pupils to respond to 18 indefinite expressions of time used in American history. He concluded that such expressions are loosely interpreted at all levels, that a time sense and maturity are closely related, and that vague expressions in textbooks should be replaced by more exact ones whenever possible.

Time relationship understandings were investigated in grades four through eight by Legere (215). He hypothesized that time relationship understanding is a tri-factored element—associative, spatial, and mathematical; that the elementary child displays parallel and interrelated growth during maturation; and that children display a higher degree of awareness of time than has been assumed generally. He concluded that children who enter fourth grade do display the tri-factored element, with the associative being the most difficult base to use and the mathematical the earliest. All three emerge as a separate ability when used in an interrelated way by the learner to deal with multi-faceted problems or concepts.

Fifth- and sixth-grade pupils were of interest to Chase (52), who gave them a test of four questions in which they were required to place five items in each question in chronological order. He concluded that there was a range of individual differences among these pupils, and that, although pupils at these grade levels may not be ready for instruction in time relationships, instruction need not be deferred for all pupils at this point in their education. On the other hand, Arnsdorf (10), determining the effect of organized instructional attempts to increase children's ability to understand time concepts as they are employed in social studies, concluded that children can profit from such instruction.

A review of the studies of time concepts seems to indicate that children may be able to understand time and chronology concepts at an earlier age than previously predicted and that many children are receptive to planned instruction in these relationships.
Map Skills and Concepts of Space

Because concepts of space and skills in using maps are essential to social studies instruction, it is understandable why researchers have been attracted to this concern. The numerous studies reported here embrace both pupils' abilities and their achievement as a result of specific instruction.

Disadvantaged kindergarten pupils were taught concepts related to ideas of the earth as a globe in a program developed by Portugaly (252). Although the number of subjects was limited, results of instruction indicated that pupils were gaining an understanding of the relationships of earth and sun and were developing skill in dealing with models. The study seems to lend support to increased emphasis upon globe concepts at an early school level.

Second-grade children were the subjects used by McAulay (227) in a study of map abilities. He explored with 214 middle-class pupils the ability to use maps to secure information, to transfer oral directions to the abstractions of a map, to make comparisons and judgments in simple map work, to understand an experience through a map medium, and to determine whether or not map understandings are more closely related to the child's immediate environment or to a removed environment. The results showed that the pupils could use maps to secure information not only about the local community but about other environments, could visualize different environmental situations, and could transfer directions to a map situation. Less mature pupils were more able when map experiences were linked with the reality of their experience.

Two studies of achievement are pertinent at this point. Rushdoony (274) used an experimental group of 129 third-grade pupils who were taught the map-reading skills usually recommended for grades four and five; 90 minutes of instruction weekly were given over a period of 15 weeks. Again results showed that the subjects were able to learn many of the skills normally taught at higher grade levels. Stampfer (312) used an instrument based on the Joyce Sequence of Map and Globe Skills in Elementary Schools to study the achievement of 300 fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade pupils. For 16 of the 30 map skill items there was no significant difference among the three grade levels, although a pattern of increasing levels of mastery had been anticipated.

Intermediate-grade pupils were also the subjects of a study by Carswell (49), who was interested in their ability to read map
symbols, direction, scale, elevation, and grid systems, and in their ability to interpret information from maps. After instruction, Carswell used his Test of Topographic Map Skills to determine pupil achievement. The results provided evidence that fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade pupils were able to learn to use large-scale topographic maps and were able to retain this skill even after a period of time.

A search of the professional literature of geography and a critical analysis by Farrar (99) led to certain conclusions about the map skills and understandings of upper-grade elementary children. As a result of his study, he concluded that these children should be able to verbalize mapped relationships into common symbols, read and interpret various kinds of maps, and make simple large- and small-scale maps of an area. Movement and time relationships of sun and earth, computation and measurement of map projection grid systems, and compilation of statistics of man-land activities and their use for geographic interpretation all appeared to be within the capabilities of these older pupils. Zimmer (350) constructed and administered to upper-elementary pupils a diagnostic test of a variety of map skills applied to hypothetical maps. She found that certain errors persisted through the grades and that pupils had special difficulties in the use of scale and latitude. There was noticeable improvement, however, especially between grades five and six.

A study by Davis (75) related to geographic concepts but also to concepts of time and space. He subjected fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade pupils to planned instruction about time zones. All grade groups benefited, but sixth more than fifth and fifth more than fourth. He noted with satisfaction that pupils continued to gain in understanding even after the termination of instruction. He commented also about the probability that pupils may be able to profit from instruction about time zones earlier than previously thought.

Map reading and geographic understandings taught through the use of 13 projectuals were investigated by Arnsdorf (13). Twelve lessons of about one hour each, spread over a six-week period, were designed to develop an understanding of what each projectual included, how the characteristics were distributed throughout the country, and the relationship of each feature to other features. Boundaries, mountains, railways, manufacturing, mineral resources, physiographic regions, river systems, land use, growing seasons, precipitation, vegetation, and population were
included in the overlays to be used with an outline map of the United States. Emphasis was placed especially upon the questions asked by the 234 fifth-grade children in the study. The researcher concluded that a program employing such overlays and encouraging pupils to raise questions and probe relationships promotes both interest in geography as a social science and growth in understanding of map relationships.

Schumacher (290), studying the understandings of fifth- and sixth-grade pupils about the surface features of the earth, discovered that these pupils found it difficult to understand surface terms in a written setting and that there were significant differences between the achievements of fifth- and sixth-grade pupils. Consequently, the year between these levels appears to be an important one in terms of achievement of understanding.

Several recent studies have been undertaken to determine the age levels at which various concepts or skills develop and their grade placement. For example, Towner and Nelson (328), after a study of children from each grade level in a Canadian school system, concluded that children do not develop a concept of scale before the age of ten or eleven, even though they are frequently presented with map situations which require such knowledge at an earlier age. Miller (235) asked elementary-school pupils to judge from what direction each of a series of pictures of a three-dimensional map had been taken. He found the ability to measure perspective to be well developed by age twelve, but that few children before first or second grade were able to coordinate perspectives.

Gengler (122), in order to discover whether or not boys and girls could identify common geographical terms on a map, tested approximately 200 sixth-grade pupils. Identifications on the map, supplemented at times with verbal definition, varied widely with the concept. He concluded that verbal capability and ability to identify on the map are separate skills for both boys and girls. Joyce (195) attempted to develop a scheme for grade placement of map and globe skills by submitting to consultants a list of skills extracted from professional materials in geography. As forecast by studies already reviewed here, the estimate of grade placement by consultants was conservative when compared to their placement in experimental programs of instruction.

These studies seem to indicate that the early introduction of map and globe concepts and skills is more feasible than generally supposed and that systematic instruction is preferable to casual or
incidental treatment. However, more research is needed to determine when children can develop an understanding of these concepts and skills in order to provide a proper learning sequence for each child at just the right time.

**Concepts from the Social Sciences**

Studies of children's readiness, knowledge, or abilities in the social sciences and of their understanding of concepts other than time and space have added to the store of information about pupils' potential for growth in social studies.

Some investigators, for example, have expressed concern over the ability of elementary school pupils to develop and understand broad social concepts and generalizations. A study to investigate the dimensions of children's understanding of three social science generalizations was undertaken by Beaubier (20), who used 228 sixth-grade pupils divided into control and experimental groups. An effort was made to present materials of greater complexity to the experimental group. Evaluation of pretests and post-tests showed that experimental groups achieved greater understanding in all areas and that differences between experimental and control groups were greatest in economics and anthropology. This researcher also came to the conclusion that children can learn concepts of greater complexity than is typically expected of them.

Several researchers have looked at children's concepts of political science. The Estvans (95) concluded that boys and girls enter school with little concept of government and that, although their grasp of governmental processes increases by the sixth grade, ideas and attitudes about government are slow to appear and mature. They urge early identification of various stages in children's growth of concepts, attitudes, and skills related to government. Greenstein (141), as a result of his study of children in grades four through eight, came to the conclusion that children have a low-level awareness of the work of public officials. They tend to rate their roles as more important than the roles of doctors, teachers, or ministers. However, this positive evaluation of the public official decreases with the age of the pupils. Party choices, which are usually those of parents, show little understanding of party differences.

Easton and Hess (89; 164) studied 12,000 elementary school children from grades one to eight to discover their attitudes and awareness of their political world and to find out when political
motivation becomes a reality. The evidence indicated that many values and attitudes toward the political world have become well-established in the elementary grades, and that the years between three and thirteen are the most crucial in the formation of political motivation. In these years, the researchers say, children are as ready as they will ever be to learn about good citizenship.

Jaros' (181) study of children's orientations toward the President confirms the idea that the early years in which certain socialization processes develop are perhaps more important than is formal instruction in civics at a somewhat later time. Easton and Dennis (88) report in great detail their findings related to children's images of government. In the cognitive domain young children saw government as personal in character with a few visible leaders; as children matured, government was differentiated from private life in its functions and group character. In the affective domain the child at first had simple notions of government embodied in a President; later the child acquired ideas of support for and sympathy with government, ideas which seemed national in scope. The authors emphasize the unifying effect such an image of government has in a system like that which exists in the United States.

Schnepf (286) chose to look at Negro children's knowledge of and attitudes toward the police, law, and freedom. Her subjects were chosen from segregated neighborhoods in grades two, four, six, and eight. She found that all grades held positive attitudes toward law but unfavorable attitudes toward police and freedom, negative feelings which intensified as pupils progressed through the elementary school. In view of pupils' attitudes toward authority figures, the study suggested the need for reevaluating early citizenship education.

Geography is well represented in recent studies of the various social sciences, perhaps because traditionally it has been accepted as a separate school subject and has not had to find its place in the elementary classroom. Sheridan (298; 299) measured first-grade children's awareness of 30 selected concepts of physical geography. He found that almost all had an awareness of most of the concepts, an awareness that extended beyond the immediate environment. He noted that the sources of pupils' awareness were likely to be direct contact, television, and parents.

Research by Wallace (335) tested the ability of culturally-advantaged primary school pupils to comprehend geographic concepts taught by three different approaches. An inductive approach emphasized guided discovery; a deductive approach, characterized
as verbal reception, presented to the pupils knowledge to be learned and internalized; an intuitive approach was similar to the inductive except that fewer cues were provided and greater premium placed on insight—a “leaping ahead” phenomenon. Second- and third-grade pupils were successful with all three approaches, but for the group being tested the deductive approach seemed to be most appropriate.

Sixth-grade pupils were the subjects chosen by two other researchers. Brown (33) used a group of 487 Kansas pupils for the dual purpose of identifying principles of physical geography for instruction and ascertaining the knowledge of these principles possessed by pupils. The principles, chosen from the literature and validated by a panel of experts, were incorporated in a test to which the pupils responded. Brown concluded that the principles should be included in the curriculum but that current practice falls short of producing mastery of the principles.

Weber's (338) study indicated that sixth-grade pupils were unable to make predictions or draw inferences concerning the influence of the natural environment on man. He found the inference level of his subjects only slightly above the “specific without elaboration” level. He hypothesized that their lack of success may have been caused by inability to see and consider significant features, to discriminate, and to understand relationships among environmental features.

Belgium (21) successfully used geographic photographs to teach sixth-grade pupils skills in the identification and interpretation of physical and cultural features in the landscape. Using her Photograph Interpretation Test for three different types of photographs found in elementary social studies materials, she assessed pupils' ability to identify, interpret, and make synthesizing generalizations. Results indicated that intelligence was positively related to success in using geographic photographs.

In the other social sciences, studies have not as yet been numerous. History has not been widely represented except, of course, in the studies of chronology, already reviewed. Guzetta (144), however, did conduct a study of children's knowledge of historically important Americans whose names had been found common to 11 textbooks in social studies and whose importance was confirmed by a panel of experts. He found that children did possess knowledge of historical personages and events before formal instruction, which usually begins at about the fifth grade. However, the panel of experts pointed out that the textbook lists
of names failed to include other than persons from the political
realm; artists and scientists, for example, were not included.

In the field of economics, Larkins (208) undertook to assess
the ability of first-grade pupils to achieve an understanding of the
concepts developed in the materials prepared for the Elkhart
Indiana Experiment in Economic Education. The investigator found
that pupils had no difficulty with the learning and that both above-
average and below-average pupils were challenged by the content.
Spears (310) studied four first grades, one using the materials of
the Elkhart Experiment, two using other planned programs of
economic education, and one serving as a control group. All the
experimental groups performed better than the control group, sup-
porting further the hypothesis that young pupils can learn quite
sophisticated concepts drawn from economics. Darrin (70),
through a program emphasizing developmental learning, found
that children in classes from kindergarten through the sixth grade
could understand basic economic concepts, their success improving
with grade level.

In a study with a somewhat similar purpose but in a different
field, Potterfield (254) analyzed pupils' ability to learn anthropo-
logical content developed for fourth grade by the Anthropology
Curriculum Project at the University of Georgia. The researcher
in this case, however, was interested to know whether or not teach-
ing style, grade level, sex, socioeconomic level, or achievement had
any effect on pupils' ability to learn. He found no significant dif-
fences in the ability of pupils at various grade levels, though the
experimental groups outperformed the control group. No differ-
ences were found for grade, sex, socioeconomic status, or achieve-
ment level. Furthermore, specialized training for the teacher did
not appear to be essential.

Social Values and Attitudes

Another group of studies about children has explored various
facets of the development of values and attitudes as they relate to
self, to the immediate scene, and to other people. Of special in-
terest has been the development of sensitivity and concern as
studied by Rogers (269), who surveyed the research that has been
done and posed a number of fascinating questions which could
profitably occupy investigators in the future. Rogers and Long
(271) sought the answer to one of these in their study of the
development of social sensitivity in elementary school children.
They invited 188 second-, fourth-, and sixth-grade pupils to respond to a 27-item paired comparison based on a series of described situations. Pupils were asked to decide to whom they would contribute $10 in a specific need situation—to people near at home (local), to people at some distance (national), or to people far away (international). A week after the responses, pupils were asked to tell why they gave their money as they did—second graders orally, others in writing. Second-grade pupils generally chose to contribute to people far away, and the two older groups were even more prone to do so. In explaining their actions, pupils seemed to see their own country as rich and in little need of help; other lands they viewed as more likely to be poor. While the researchers were pleased with pupils' concern for others, they were disturbed by pupils' lack of knowledge of the needs of people in their own country.

Ruderman (273) asked 294 children of nine through twelve years to record their reaction to each of 29 drawn pictures of various family interactions, presented to them in multiple-choice form. The researcher found that in this group empathy tended to increase with age and without relationship to sex. Intelligence seemed related to empathy but more as it was evidenced in cognitive awareness of the social and emotional environment than in intelligence per se. Children from smaller families seemed more empathic than those from larger families, while the ordinal position of the child in the family seemed relevant also.

Another group of studies had as its purpose the testing of ideas of value clarification. Raths (262) tested the hypothesis that helping pupils clarify their values would increase their participation in the learning activities of the school. Pupils of grades five through eight in a campus laboratory school were the subjects; their teachers used the daily experiences of the curriculum to explore the matter of values. With such questions as “Are you glad you feel this way? Is this something you prize? What are some things good about it?” teachers helped pupils probe their feelings and motives. Free writing, discussion of incidents, and role playing were used to provide evidence of possible changes in pupil behavior. The emphasis upon value clarification did in fact result in increased involvement in learning activities for all but 12 of the 100 pupils in the study.

Raths (263) tested the value of the clarification process in improving the achievement of underachievers at the high school level and found that the process affected positively the cognitive
development of these pupils. Other studies to test these ideas have also been successfully carried out by Klevan (202), Jonas (189), and Gagnon (118).

A study of somewhat different nature but related to attitudes and values was conducted by Bottorff (30), who investigated the attitudes of white and black children of lower economic levels and middle-class white pupils toward certain key social studies words. Each child was given a booklet containing the words, one to a page. The child was directed to record his reaction to the word—sometimes “like” or “dislike” and sometimes the meaning—in the booklet. The responses were then identified as negative, positive, or neutral. The middle-class children responded more positively to the words than did lower-class groups. The word “black” was responded to negatively by both groups of lower-class pupils. White children reacted more positively to “church,” “house,” and “school” than did black children.

Children's views of other peoples are an equally important part of their readiness for social studies and of their ability to deal with the concepts of social studies. Miel and Kiester (234), reporting the attitudes being developed in a typical suburban school system, made clear the striking neglect of opportunities to help children to judge the worth of others, to feel good about themselves, to straighten out the distressing signals they were continually receiving from the society at large, to learn to relate to others, and to manage their own learning more effectively. It is not difficult to see most local communities mirrored in the results of this unusual study. Nor do children's views of foreign peoples outside the pupils' environment paint a brighter picture.

Lambert and Klineberg (207) report an elaborate study of three age samples of 100 each from each of 11 countries. Subjects were individually interviewed to secure their views of their own and other people. The findings suggested several things: The way in which the concept of their group is taught to children has important psychological implications. Early training marks certain groups as outstandingly different. Foreign people seem to be represented as different, strange, and unfriendly. Children in certain groups think of themselves in racial, religious, or national terms; others do not. The study suggests that children's early training has much to do with their particular attitudes toward foreign people and that children are easily influenced by the emotionally-toned opinions of their elders.

In an effort to achieve affective goals, Fisher (103) studied
the effect upon fifth-grade pupils of differing treatments designed
to affect pupil attitudes toward Indian-Americans. One treatment
was based on readings from children's literature; another com-
pared the reading of literature with discussion; a third group served
as control. Results favored the treatment groups in the order de-
described above. It is worth noting that the attitudes of black pupils
changed more than did those of white pupils.

Baker and Hume carried out a study somewhat related to the
matter of understanding other peoples. She tested 179 sixth-grade
pupils and 150 university pre-teachers on generalizations regarding
our Africanders, using a 50-item multiple-choice instrument, How
Many of You Know About Africa? Children from middle-class
groups selected truths but consistently above lower-class subjects.
However, the more typical deprecatations, which were included in the
questionnaire, were rejected by 8% of the population studied. The
researchers concluded the introduction of Africa's new nations is
primary-grade pupils and continued efforts to develop unster-

erected generalizations.

Frequently, the treatment of religion in elementary school textbooks,
tain community organizations had a positive effect; television viewing and extensive reading were characteristics of children who indicated greater preference for cooperative behavior. The researcher pointed out, of course, that further study is needed to determine the relationship of pupils' actual behavior to that expressed as a preference in written situations.

The concern for values and attitudes—the affective domain—will no doubt continue and accelerate as the demands of current society emphasize the need for new social directions. It seems clear that, while researchers do not agree on how the values, attitudes, knowledges, and abilities which have been reviewed in this chapter do develop or when, there is a growing body of research knowledge about pupils upon which to base social studies planning and instruction.
4. Learning and Inquiry in Social Studies

In some elementary classrooms, learning in social studies appears to be little more than the acquisition of information and skills. In other schools, learning in social studies is far more comprehensive, encompassing an awareness of environment and its influences upon people, an understanding of human relationships, an orientation to cultural values, an appreciation of cultural heritage, an empathy for others, and a commitment to democratic ideals and ways of working.

Educational psychologists, of course, define learning more specifically. Blair and others (25) define it as any change of behavior which is a result of experience. Gagné (117) characterizes learning as an alteration in human disposition or capability which can be retained and which is not simply ascribed to the process of growth. In an even more specific sense, Hamachek (146) describes learning as something which is usually followed by a change in behaving, thinking, or feeling. Contemporary investigators support the idea that each individual is the person he has learned to be. All these definitions are pertinent to learning in social studies.

For the teacher of social studies the important question is this one: What are the principal concerns of the teacher regarding learning? Briggs (32), in a study of learning variables in group teaching methods, states that both research and classroom practices encounter confusion with this problem, which has in essence three concerns—the nature of the learner's progress, reasons for his success or failure, and decisions about methods of teaching him. Briggs believes that the first two concerns must precede the third.

In the social studies classroom, learning pervades all activities. Dinkmeyer and Dreikurs (80) remind teachers that children are purposive and striving; they do not merely react; they are active participants in activities that are meaningful to them. Goebel (130) examined the motivational appeal of various learning activities and found that rapid and normal learners were best motivated by reading for discussion and by making vocabulary lists, graphs, and charts. The slow learners rated reading for discussion and
map work highest in motivational appeal. However, both groups rated well experiences in dramatizing and mural-making, neither of which appeared to be taught frequently in the schools.

Holt (169) encourages teachers to have more faith in children’s learning. He feels that teachers should expose pupils to challenging materials and experiences, give them help and guidance when needed, listen when they talk, and stay out of their way. Bruner (39) similarly supports this point of view with his often-quoted declaration that children can learn any content at any age if it is presented in an intellectually honest form.

**Learning as Inquiry**

Much of the discussion and research in learning in social studies is related to the development of inquiry skills and an examination of the conditions which promote and encourage discovery and problem solving. Bruner (38) suggests that if students are to learn the techniques of discovery they must be given many opportunities in problem solving. The more practice in problem solving, the more children gain control of the techniques of inquiry.

But what are problem solving, inquiry, and discovery? Sagl (278), in pursuit of a definition of inquiry, attempts to clarify the relationships that exist among the three. She sees problem solving as a process in which learners inquire into possible solutions to their problems and gather data which they organize to facilitate generalizing. In this concept of problem solving, learners are guided to discover relationships among data by engaging in problem-solving experiences that facilitate this discovery. Inquiry is a process in which children study a problem, hypothesize and formulate theories that get at the why and how. The focus is not on established generalizations but on theories that predict what may happen if they are put to the test.

Fenton (100) suggests that a mode of inquiry consists of a number of cognitive skills combined in a logical order. He has identified six essential steps in this process: recognizing a problem from data; formulating hypotheses; recognizing the implications of the hypotheses; gathering data; analyzing, evaluating, and interpreting data; and evaluating the hypotheses in light of the data.

Dwyer (87) proposed a method of ethical inquiry as a model for helping pupils answer the question: What is reasonable for me to believe about what I ought to do as right and what I ought to pursue as good? The steps in the method include identifying the
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ethics question, isolating the issue at stake, analyzing the meaningfulness of the question, determining the source of the question, clarifying terms, evaluating reasons, examining alternatives, determining practicability, analyzing ethical compatibility, and placing a given belief into one's own value system.

**Skills of Inquiry and Problem Solving**

Skills and abilities in inquiry and problem solving have been the subject of several research efforts. Harootunian and Tate (151) used 635 seventh- and eighth-grade pupils in a study to determine the relationship of certain variables to problem-solving ability. The variables included problem recognition, word fluency, closure, ideational fluency, judgment, intelligence, and reading. The results showed a high correlation between problem-solving ability and reading and a low correlation with closure and ideational fluency. Frasier (114) used Parsons' construct of four functions which every social system must perform—pattern maintenance, goal attainment, adaptation, and integration—as a basis for a strategy of inquiry to be taught to fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade children. Pupils became increasingly able to answer questions clearly related to problem analysis and hypothesis formulation.

Reading skills used in problem solving by fourth-grade pupils were the focus of a study by Robinson (268). The investigator worked individually with 12 pupils of average to superior reading ability. Each subject selected one of two problems created especially for the study and was asked to solve the problem through reading any of the materials surrounding him. Each was to tell aloud what he was doing as he worked in the preparation of a report on the problem he had chosen. The technique used in the study proved to be a fruitful one in revealing the variety of skills used by the pupils and the nature of their strengths and weaknesses. The study suggests that teachers should become aware of the skills their pupils are using, of the skills they need in reading particular content materials and references, and of the need for instruction in skills they do not possess.

Rapparlie (261) involved primary-grade pupils in problem situations, encouraging them to pursue each problem until it was solved or until all avenues of approach were exhausted. Then she led the children to examine the processes they had used, to evaluate their thinking in terms of guidelines or norms, and to plan improvements in strategy. She concluded that under the careful guidance
of the teacher such critical thinking skills as observing, comparing, classifying, and analyzing can and should be taught to first- and second-grade pupils.

Acquiring the skills of inquiry has been the center of interest in a number of studies. In several of them a systematic approach has been undertaken. Blank (26) devised auto-instructional procedures to train pupils to ask questions about pertinent facts of a problem before attempting to solve it. Part of the materials dealt with social types of problems. Experimental group one used the auto-instructional unit; those in group two read the same problems in a programmed format but without the inquiry training material; the control group did not see the programs or problems. Data from 54 sixth-grade pupils showed that those in the training program asked more questions and participated more actively in class discussion. The questions asked in this group were proportionately as relevant as those in the other groups.

The main objective of a study by Possien (253) was to compare three methods of developing problem-solving skills, also with sixth-grade pupils. Another purpose was to compare the problem-solving behavior of certain individuals selected from the three groups. The researcher taught each of the groups for 30 minutes a day for three weeks. One group was taught by inductive methods, one group by deductive methods, and the third group by deductive methods with explanations of cause and effect relationships underlying each concept. Possien concluded that pupils using the inductive methods exhibited effective problem-solving behavior more often than pupils taught by the other two approaches.

Suchman (317) trained pupils to formulate questions to determine the parameters of a situation, to determine the relevance of certain conditions, and to experiment verbally to test hypotheses. Suchman concluded that fifth-grade pupils can improve their skills in inquiry and become more productive in their use of questions; as they progress, they make fewer unrelated assumptions; they perform more controlled experiments during the inquiry period; and they become able to transfer their strategies to new problem situations.

Gornick (136) was also interested in transfer of learning and particularly whether or not a conceptual framework would facilitate such transfer in social studies. He selected significant concepts, five each from geography, economics, history, anthropology, and sociology, upon which to base instruction. Concepts were developed with the pupils using various location points around the world;
once identified, each concept was posed as an hypothesis and then tested in different locales. A situation test to assess the extent of transfer yielded results that showed transfer to be greatly enhanced by the conceptual-framework approach.

Carmichael (48) compared a conceptual method based on inquiry and discovery with a textbook approach in developing map skills and geographic understandings. He found that the conceptual method which stressed thinking strategy produced better achievement in map reading and in geographic understandings, though the improvement was statistically significant only for the latter skill. The experimental group was, however, highly motivated and self-directed.

Several researchers have been interested in pupils' ability to make inferences from their learning in social studies, although their results differ. The Joyces (193) taught an experimental group of fourth- and fifth-grade pupils and a control group of fourth-grade pupils through discussion of films of children of other lands. Discussion in the experimental group emphasized what seemed to be important to the families in the films. The control group focused discussion on comparison of the families. Tests indicated that experimental groups developed a more sophisticated appreciation and knowledge of values through their experiences in drawing inferences.

Stitt (314), using ten 50-minute self-instructional lessons designed to teach sixth-grade pupils to recognize warranted inductive and deductive inferences, found clear evidence that the pupils could develop skills of inferential thinking. Weber (338) asked children to interpret a hypothetical map in terms of several factors—population distribution, economic factors, physiological factors, political and military factors, social and cultural factors. He found that in general sixth-grade pupils lacked ability to infer the influence of the environment on man.

The formulation of generalizations based on inquiry has been of concern to researchers because of the apparent difficulty this phase poses for teachers. Greenblatt (139) used eight sixth-grade classes, four experimental and four control, to determine the degree to which pupils could formulate certain generalizations pertaining to the geography of Mexico. The control group followed the usual social studies unit on Mexico, while the experimental group pursued a program designed in terms of major geographical generalizations. All findings indicated that the experimental group scored significantly higher than the control group; pupils in this group
brought more information to the solution of problems, revealed fewer misconceptions, and showed deeper understanding of the content. David (71) developed a valid and reliable instrument to measure the ability to generalize and used it in a study to determine the conditions which foster the ability to generalize. The investigator found that teaching-learning situations which encouraged problem solving and active participation by pupils fostered growth in the ability to generalize.

**Questioning and Thinking**

There is much current writing about the relationship of the teacher's questions to the quality of pupils' thinking. The consensus seems to be that the teacher's skill in questioning may be one of the most important factors in lifting the level of pupils' thinking. Teacher-pupil interaction encompassing the whole atmosphere of classroom interchange has been receiving considerable scrutiny. In social studies, patterns of interaction are particularly crucial as they relate to inquiry and to problem solving.

A study by McNaughton and others (230) was designed to develop teaching modules (definitive sequences of teacher-pupil interaction that result and include high-level pupil thought) to be used in training teachers to improve their questioning patterns. While the researchers felt that the development of high-level thinking by children is partly idiosyncratic on the part of teachers, they found it possible to use the training modules in in-service education in helping teachers build their own questioning strategies. Schreiber's (288) study of teachers' questioning behavior revealed that prior to instruction teachers usually asked factual recall questions, those that called for experience or opinion; after instruction there was an increase in the variety of their questions and in the frequency of questions that encourage inquiry, hypothesizing, problem solving, and generalizing.

Crump (68) obtained similar results through the use of programmed instruction in questioning, confirming the widespread use of recognition and convergent questions before instruction, and finding that instruction improved questioning toward more divergence. Adams (2) also devised a system of classifying teachers' questions and applied it to junior and senior high social studies and English teachers. One interesting result was that social studies teachers used significantly more memory questions and significantly fewer evaluative and clarifying questions than did the
teachers of English. One hopeful sign—when Adams compared his results with those of a similar study in 1921, he found that present-day teachers use significantly fewer memory questions.

Three other studies further emphasize the importance of improving teacher skills in questioning. Davis and Hunkins (76) looked at textbooks with a view to discovering the thinking processes they foster, using questions asked in the textbooks as indicators of the quality of thinking sought. The disappointing results of studying three recent fifth-grade textbooks showed that the vast majority of the questions were concerned with knowledge; 78 percent of these knowledge questions dealt with knowledge of specifics. The researchers concluded that textbooks give relatively little emphasis to the development of higher-level thought processes via the questioning technique. Davis and Tinsley (77) also studied the classroom questions asked by social studies student teachers, finding that their questions were very largely of the memory-comprehension variety. Both these studies further stress the importance of increased emphasis upon the asking of questions.

Floyd (105) analyzed the oral activity of 40 "best" teachers, from a random sampling of 40 schools out of a possible 253, teachers with 1,071 pupils in their charge. An hour taped session with each of 30 teachers and a full-day taping with the other 10 provided the data upon which the study was based. Did teachers ask an unusually high number of questions, what kind of questions did they raise, and how good were they? Floyd found that teachers dominated the oral activity, giving pupils little opportunity to do the work themselves. The teachers' questioning techniques encouraged guessing and poor habits of thought, with memorization appearing to be the main goal of instruction. Teachers performed as cross-examiners with little interest in individual pupils and seemed unaware of the value of questions and of appropriate question-asking techniques. These findings simply bear out those previously cited and further point up some crucial needs in teacher education if pupil inquiry is to be encouraged.

Gagnon (118) looked searchingly at questioning in a study designed to help teachers assist pupils in value clarification. After teachers were introduced to value-clarifying techniques, they were encouraged to implement the method in their classroom. The study revealed that, as teachers asked more clarifying questions, they talked less and pupils generally evidenced higher levels of thinking. Moreover, it was clear that pupils also need direct instruction in asking probing, value-type questions.
Other research has approached differently the study of interaction patterns in the social studies classroom. Herman (158; 159) analyzed the lengths of time pupils engaged in various activities and studied the teacher-pupil interaction during observation of these activities. In each of the achievement-level groups, interaction described as “teacher lecture with questions” and “teacher questions, pupils answer” comprised about a fourth of the time; directions and commands took about the same amount of time; total pupil talk used about one third of the time; the teacher usually dominated from 40 to 70 percent of the time. In general, teachers of more capable pupils were more indirect in their instruction and more democratic; in this group, pupil-centered activities were more prevalent. Herman (159; 162), also interested in children’s use of the language arts in social studies lessons, discovered that 75 percent of pupil time was spent in listening, 10 percent in reading, and less than 2 percent in writing. Teacher and pupils were communicating verbally overall about 40 percent of the time. Herman (159; 161) asked pupils in his study to rank the subjects. Forty-three percent of the pupils, 31.4 percent of them from the above average group, put social studies in last or next to the last place in the list. As teachers in the study became less direct and more open in their planning, pupils liked social studies better.

A noteworthy contribution to the role of teacher questioning has been made by Taba (319), who emphasized strategies which would stimulate certain cognitive processes, encourage certain types of inquiry, and develop basic concepts. Taba saw that, to help pupils progress to higher cognitive levels, teachers must learn the strategy of questioning, not merely asking more divergent questions but sequencing and timing such questions in just the right way to help a particular group of pupils move to higher levels of thought.

A study by Block (27) also was concerned with sequence as a factor in classroom instruction. She recorded 32 social studies and language arts lessons in primary rooms and used them to build a goal-focus-operation model. She identified an “action unit” as a discussion sequence in four steps: the goal or aim, the focus on an idea with which pupils interact verbally, the operation or interaction to approach the goal, and evaluation of the correctness or value of the response. She concluded that definite sequence patterns do exist but that the type of sequence pattern varies for each element of the sequence. It seemed clear that the selection and sequencing of teaching elements are essential components of continuity in learning and are revealed by indexes of pupils’ cognitive
interaction and progression. This study emphasizes, as did that by Taba, that discussion is something more than a series of questions and responses.

Methods and Techniques That Encourage Inquiry

Methods of encouraging inquiry, problem solving, and critical thinking have been receiving considerable attention in recent research studies. Not only has the role of questioning been explored as noted above, but other techniques and variables have been examined.

Crabtree (60; 61) designed a study to test the influence upon children's thinking of a teacher-structured program versus an unstructured one. Two groups of second-grade children were involved in discussions followed by free-play activity. In the structured program the teacher carefully predetermined the discussion and exposed the children to high environmental structure in the free-play period. In the other program, pupils and teacher cooperatively explored ideas in the discussion; the play period environment contained low realism materials. Data gathered through observation of the play periods showed that divergent thinking was more frequently displayed in the unstructured situation. In a project with a somewhat similar hypothesis, Campbell (45) found that pupils who were encouraged individually and freely to plan and carry out programmed instruction in social studies were more successful in problem solving than were pupils who strictly adhered to the program in its intended sequence.

Goldmark (132) reports a dialogue between teacher and sixth-grade pupils which illustrates those aspects of critical thinking which Goldmark believes go beyond problem solving. The "model" shows the steps in the process and also includes a dialogue in which teacher and pupils inquire about their methods of inquiry. Of special interest in light of foregoing comments are the questions with which the teacher guides the discussion and analysis.

Although the focus of the study was not inquiry, the work of Skov (302), who hypothesized that pupils in a program structured to promote social learnings for democratic behavior would learn more facts and enjoy their learning more, seems to have relevance to the environment of the inquiry-centered classroom. Through a variety of media, Skov collected data from sixth-grade classes characterized by cooperative effort in planning, sharing, purposing, and evaluating, and whose work was based on pupil interests and
experiences. Data gathered by means of standardized tests showed that the pupil subjects exceeded the norms for their grade level and exhibited learnings that were more than isolated facts.

A rather unique approach to inquiry in social studies is the concept of "social sciencing" described by Joyce (191; 192) and being demonstrated at the Broad River School in Norwalk, Connecticut. The central purpose of the experiment is to teach children to accumulate data from life situations, to identify patterns of society, and to determine what causes them and how they affect other social groups. The basic materials of this experiment are "data banks," which are index systems used to store anthropological data for a given culture. The original "data banks" for the study were storage systems for information on the old Indian town of La Stella, and on a small New England town named Prestonport. Individually and in small groups, pupils were taught to identify significant questions leading to essential information; to call for the needed data available in a variety of media; and to gather, organize, report, and draw conclusions from the data. Joyce's report describes in detail how one of the boys in the study proceeded through an inquiry experience. The account certainly opens new horizons for developing independent skill in inquiry and problem solving.

Pursuing possible advantages of problem solving, Jones (190) divided 316 fifth-grade children into two matched groups to investigate the relationships which exist between the problems approach and the main-ideas approach to social studies instruction. Tests constructed by the investigator revealed significant differences in favor of the group using the problems approach in the development of abstract concepts; but pupils using the main-ideas approach were more successful in the development of concrete concepts, qualified concepts, qualified abstract concepts, and relevant generalizations.

Four narrative cases related to "lobbying" or "subsidizing" were used by Grannis (137) to study the inductive learning of abstract social concepts by high-achieving sixth-grade pupils. Through formally-structured verbal materials his subjects were asked to react to the cases with certain variables applied. The follow-up test required each subject to recognize new cases as positive or negative applications of the concept and to reverse the cases. In spite of the complexity of the materials and the difficulties experienced in using them, 15 percent of the pupils demonstrated that they had learned the concepts.
Hunkins and Shapiro (172) investigated the usefulness of the case method in encouraging critical thinking. Two classes of similar characteristics were engaged in 16 lessons. In the experimental group, children were forced to take and defend positions based on case studies. Children in the control group were taught by textbook-lecture methods. Only the case study group made gains in critical thinking as identified by the *Behavior Preference Record*.

Hunkins (170; 171) also pursued the problem of critical thinking as influenced by text materials. He was interested in discovering whether the use in text materials of analysis and evaluation questions (as defined by Bloom) would stimulate critical thinking on the part of sixth-grade pupils. The experimental group used such materials; the control group used text materials emphasizing knowledge questions. Surprisingly, however, tests showed no significant difference in critical thinking between the two groups; on the other hand, the group using the higher level questions scored significantly better in social studies achievement. Their success suggests that because they had to be more active in pursuing the divergent questions, they in fact learned the basic information more readily. This study also emphasizes again the potential which questioning holds for social studies instruction.

The encouragement of elaborative thinking engaged the interest of Savage (281), who designed a study to determine whether such thinking was best developed through a group or an individual approach. One hundred twenty-five sixth-grade pupils worked each day on one of ten elaborative thinking exercises, each of which was a situation followed by a question or direction to stimulate thinking. Each child worked on five of the exercises by himself, responding in writing, and on five in groups. The sheer quantity of questions was the measure; and on all exercises the mean number of responses given per individual was smaller than the mean number of responses given by groups on the same exercise. Apparently the group contact influenced significantly the elaborative thinking of individuals.

Other researchers have been looking at the organization of instruction in terms of pupils' learning. Sinks (301) studied the effect of individualization of instruction in social studies at the junior high level. He found that the individualized social studies program of 4½ months' duration resulted not only in favorable achievement test scores but also in social behaviors as well. On the other hand, Jester (184) found no significant results favoring team teaching over departmentalized teaching for eighth-grade stu-
dents in social studies and language arts. Similarly, Kelly (200), comparing a special coordination of teaching under a master teacher with a conventional organization for teaching social studies at the fifth-grade level, found no significant data favoring the special plan of organization.

Joyce and Weinberg (194) identified four sociological concepts as the basis for a study designed to help third-grade and fifth-grade pupils use strategies of sociology in discovering human relationships. Through small group discussions, the researchers confirmed that pupils could cite examples of each of the concepts—norms, sanctions, values, and roles. The guiding questions they used proved to be effective in helping pupils identify observable forms of the concepts.

Rusnack (275) reports on three years of experimentation devoted to discovering the limitations in adapting skills and concepts for first-grade pupils. She found that pupils’ ability to develop research methods, to make reports and engage in committee work, and to organize information and their ability to understand concepts of historical sequence, cause and effect, geographic space, adaptation to environment, and comparison of simple and complex societies were subject to specific limitations. Inability to read, the need for simplicity, pupils’ brevity of attention span, and the need for close direction were identified as the most significant of these limitations.

In spite of the fact that researchers are illuminating aspects of learning and inquiry that may be helpful to teachers, research also continues to produce evidence that teaching in general is not as yet attuned to their findings. For example, Vorreyer’s (334) analysis of teachers’ classroom behavior uncovered very little variety in basic teacher behavior and very little relationship between pupil achievement and the variety of teacher behavior patterns. At about the same time, Cannon (47) examined teacher perceptions of successful teaching in social studies in the elementary level. From the data it appeared that teachers generally had high regard for readiness, teacher-pupil planning, and specific teaching strategies. They used teacher appraisal to reinforce learning and considered acquisition of knowledge as a factor in evaluation. While these perceptions may not be unrelated to inquiry and problem solving, it is significant that encouragement of critical thinking, development of inquiry skills, and methods of problem solving were not perceived as concerns of the successful teacher of social studies.
5. Educational Media for Social Studies

In the classrooms of the past, social studies materials were principally the textbook, maps and globes, and perhaps a set of encyclopedias. Today, however, pupils and teachers are experiencing a whole new concept in media. The availability of instructional aids of many kinds has made it possible for boys and girls to develop data-gathering skills in wide range and to make in-depth studies of increasing significance.

The impetus to inquiry and problem solving made possible by multi-media approaches to learning has been tremendous. Availability of federal funds for such materials has enabled almost every school to enlarge its sources of information far beyond the textbook. Consequently, the selection and use of various media of instruction have been the focus of considerable current research.

Reading Materials

Reading materials used in social studies have, of course, been a continuing target for research, and studies from a variety of points of view have shed some light on their values and usefulness. Readability, understandably, is a prime concern. Arnsdorf (12) analyzed 25 books included in four basal social studies series at both primary and intermediate levels. After application of appropriate reading formulas, he concluded that the readability levels progressed generally in accordance with publishers’ intention but that differences between primary and intermediate texts were large. Furthermore, he did not find a consistent progression of difficulty from the beginning to the end of the textbook.

Dusenberry (85) compared older editions (late 1940 or early 1950) and newer editions (late 1950 or 1960) of certain fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade social studies textbooks from six publishers and found a discernible improvement in readability to make the text more appropriate for the intended grade level. (The investigator also observed considerable improvement in quantity of illustrative materials.) The readability of selected juvenile encyclo-
Elementary school social studies materials were studied by Liske (219), who used the cloze procedure and compared results with readability formulas. More than 1,000 fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade pupils were tested on 15 articles from the 1967 edition of the World Book Encyclopedia. The results indicated that the material was too difficult for the average and below-average pupils. As the publisher had indicated, the difficulty of the longer articles increased from beginning to end; the beginning materials were more easily read by the population tested. Obviously less able pupils may need teacher help and direction in using these materials.

DuVall (86), interested in the ever-increasing quantity of free and inexpensive learning materials, found that 520 teachers of intermediate-grade pupils were able to assign readability levels to four selected pieces of material, although their judgment did not agree with the results secured through a readability formula. Experienced teachers seemed to be more skillful than others in determining whether or not their own pupils could read the materials chosen for the study.

In addition to concern for readability, social studies textbooks have been viewed from many other points of view. While these studies, looked at individually, do not produce overwhelming evidence from which teachers may generalize, nevertheless each of them serves to draw attention to the textbook—its content, its treatment of various values, concepts, and generalizations. The following studies represent the great variety of approaches taken to an analysis of the textbook.

Gillespie (127) compared the content of basal readers and fifth-grade social studies texts, concluding that reading instruction was not adequate for the development of skills needed for social studies content. Differences between the two in treatment, content, and key ideas led her to conclude that skills required for using the two types of textbooks differed significantly.

Chew (55) analyzed the content of selected second-grade social studies textbooks in terms of content relevant to the California generalizations and in terms of cognitive levels of material as related to Bloom's taxonomy of educational objectives. Five of the 19 textbooks were totally unrelated to the generalizations; others demonstrated as much as 74 percent relevancy. Most of the content was at the knowledge level, the lowest level in the Bloom taxonomy. Also interested in content, Kranyik (203) compared the image of Mexico portrayed in elementary social studies textbooks with that possessed by Connecticut and Mexican teachers.
The responses to questionnaires made by the teachers differed greatly from the image presented in 32 textbooks used in the study. The study seemed to indicate that textbooks do not always paint an unbiased picture of life in other cultures.

Other specific concepts have been the subject of investigation in textbooks. For example, Jarolimek and Foster (179) studied in detail three fifth-grade textbooks—one in geography, one in history, and one combining the two—to determine the quantitative concepts pupils were expected to understand. They found six categories of concepts—definite references to quantities of objects, indefinite references to quantities of objects, definite references to space, indefinite references to space, definite references to time, and indefinite references to time. The researchers discovered that many of these concepts were included in the texts; for example, in 10 consecutive pages of one text, there were 162; in another, 272; in another, 416; sometimes there were as many as 30 to 40 on a single page.

In a related study, Lyda and Robinson (223) used Jarolimek and Foster's categories to study quantitative concepts in second-grade social studies textbooks. They found all six categories represented in the three textbooks selected for the study, with indefinite references to quantities of objects most frequent, and definite references to space least used. Above-average pupils understood about three-fourths of the concepts as measured by tests constructed by the researchers; below-average learners understood fewer than one-fourth of the concepts. Both studies emphasized the need for clarifying and teaching quantitative concepts appearing in social studies textbooks at all levels.

Time and space concepts in basal social studies materials were also studied by Arnsdorf (14). Samples from four basal social studies series were selected randomly and subjected to formulas for readability. Results indicated that the number of time terms generally increased with grade level and that space terms were used more frequently than time terms. Arnsdorf (11) also experimented with the rewriting of basal text materials for intermediate grades to replace indefinite expressions with more specific terms. He gave both adjusted and unadjusted selections to 333 pupils in 12 urban classes. Evidence from a test of open-ended questions designed to assess understanding of the content seemed to indicate that reduction of the number of indefinite terms did not affect understanding; and, while understanding increased from grade to grade, cursory answers revealing little understanding were
frequent at all levels. The fact that even competent readers had difficulty with the materials reinforced the idea that pupils must be taught specifically how to read social studies materials.

Schomburg (287) studied basic textbooks in fourth-grade and sixth-grade geography adopted in the state of Texas to discover the extent to which they presented and reinforced nine basic geographic concepts identified by the National Council for Geographic Education. He decided that the texts did not systematically develop the concepts and that actually little space was given to their consideration. Most neglected were the basic concepts of cartography. High (166) was concerned with the political science concepts in sixth-grade geography textbooks; she found many such concepts, the major portion falling in the category of world relations. All texts examined included concepts related to freedom, rights, and international cooperation, but there was little emphasis upon the historical development of a system or consideration of factors that determine a system. In most cases democracy was presented as desirable, communism as undesirable.

Johnson (187) analyzed fifth-grade and eighth-grade American history textbooks to discover the treatments given to representative social science ideas. He sought evidence on two questions: How reliably does the content reflect that of the social science disciplines? How adequately does this content ensure that a student might learn what the author intended that he learn? After studying both quantitative and qualitative data, Johnson came to the conclusion that ideas the social scientist held to be important for students were not adequately treated.

There has been a revival of concern recently in the extent to which textbooks exhibit identifiable biases. A number of agencies have been gearing their efforts to bringing about the production of teaching materials that present a true picture of the world and of the contributions of its diverse groups. Harris (154) examined the treatment of religion in 120 elementary school social studies textbooks. His analysis of these books produced evidence of strong sectarian tendencies, with the balance in favor of Christianity so pronounced as to be unfair; the textbooks gave modern-day religions little importance in promoting the welfare of society; and they generally lacked objectivity in dealing with persecutions, often neglecting to present both sides of a conflict.

Perrone (250) studied the image of Latin America which children acquire from their textbooks. He found that the pupils clearly exhibited the unflattering views which their textbooks held.
He concluded that improving the quality of text materials may in the long run be of the greatest importance in correcting misconceptions and decreasing prejudice. Lemmond (216) found that textbook publishers needed to consider also the presentation of a more balanced type of value-oriented materials. He analyzed the contents of four fifth-grade textbooks published within the past 40 years and five currently adopted texts. He concluded that the older books placed emphasis on such things as wealth and power, while the newer books gave greater attention to respect for peoples' ways of living and their values. All of the newer books placed less emphasis upon the correctness of moral values particular to a certain culture and were slanted toward understandings of all values considered important to each culture. Lemmond warned that unless publishing trends are altered, textbooks are likely to continue neglecting values of affection, rectitude, enlightenment, and well-being.

Golden (131) studied the treatment of Negroes, American Indians, Orientals, European immigrants, and Jews in the 13 primary social studies texts most widely used in the United States in 1964. The findings were significant. There were no minority groups in six of the texts and no minority group persons in any of the first-grade families in any of the texts. (Sadly enough, in infrequently used books minority group family life was more frequently presented.) In the particular case of black Americans, no adult was named or given a speaking role or pictured in clothes other than occupational uniform.

Banks (18) developed a technique for determining dominant themes used to discuss black Americans and race relations in American history books used in the intermediate grades. The researcher concluded that authors of textbooks usually do not take a moral stand on issues nor do they stress the values of good race relations. He noted improvement in frequency with which textbooks depict achievements of black Americans, but he did not find attention being given to the plight of deprived Americans.

Zimmerman's (351) analysis of famous persons included in six most-used series of intermediate-grade social studies textbooks revealed that 95 percent of the persons identified were white and very few of them were African or Asian or representative of the 20th century. Such studies as these only point up the need for producing social studies materials that are truly responsive to current concern for intergroup and intercultural understanding.

The intensive study that textbooks have been receiving sug-
suggests that selecting suitable textual materials poses a serious problem. Two studies throw light on the selection task. Concern for readability of social studies materials led Allbaugh (5) to investigate the relationship between a reading formula and reading comprehension in selected materials. She concluded that use of a formula is valid but also noted that the fact burden of social studies materials requires special consideration. Of interest to selection committees is the report by Willett (347), who describes the development and testing of a method based on a five-point procedure. Available materials were screened on the basis of criteria selected by the users, tested competitively in the classroom, submitted to teacher reaction, and judged by a special committee. Final decision was then made by an adoption committee in the central school office.

The use of programmed materials is appearing in all areas of the curriculum and has made some contributions to social studies instruction, although reactions to them have ranged from enthusiasm to out-and-out opposition. Certainly current interest in the inquiry process colors the attitudes of those who are making decisions about the use of programmed materials. Newmann (245) suggests evaluating programs in terms of Bloom’s taxonomy of educational objectives and Ennis’ categories of critical thinking. Using excerpts from three programs, Newmann illustrates how analysis of frames of a given program can reveal the cognitive operations demanded. Ryan (277) used linear programs on the geographical features of Japan, constructed for fourth-grade pupils, to test four methods of using programmed materials. One group read through the materials with a teacher aide, another with the classroom teacher. A third group worked through the program in the conventional manner, independently. The control group had no instruction of any kind. Members of the two groups who were aided by teachers achieved at a high level on a post-test; the fact that both good and poor readers achieved considerably better than those in the control group seemed to indicate that reading the program with a teacher had some positive effects over and beyond needed assistance in reading.

Thomas (326), comparing programmed instruction and conventional instruction at the fifth-grade level on content drawn from the Anthropology Curriculum Project at the University of Georgia, found that the chief advantage of the programmed instruction was in the shorter time required to teach the selected information about methods of archaeology. Ryan (276) used
programmed materials with four other groups with different variables involved. In this aspect of the study, three groups used the programs supplemented by textbook reading or map work. The fourth group used the program by itself. The groups using the supplemented programs scored higher on the achievement test than the group using the program alone. Results seemed to suggest the wisdom of integrating programmed instruction with other teaching techniques. Tali (325) used How a Bill Becomes a Law, a linear program, with 227 junior high pupils. He found that pupils did learn from the experience, with gains from pretest to post-test consistently greater for pupils of high intelligence. The program seemed best suited to pupils of average or above-average performance who were able to work independently.

Farber (98) developed a 161-frame program comparing certain aspects of legislative and executive branches of government in the United States, France, and England for use with 132 eighth-grade pupils. He wished to investigate the use of this program in a group situation to discover the possible values to be secured from group reinforcement or individual reinforcement of correct responses. In one treatment, the learning team was promised a reward for good performances; in another team treatment, rewards were offered individuals; in the third team treatment, there were no rewards. A control group did not use the program. The data from pre- and post-tests showed that all treatment groups performed better than the control group and that team or individual reinforcement had no influence.

Supplementary and collateral materials are, of course, of continuing interest to social studies teachers, as is the research related to them. Anderson (7) contributed considerable knowledge to this area by deriving a list of 213 common topics from more than 100 elementary social studies textbooks and selecting for this list 2,493 titles of supplementary materials which met his standards of selection. Heil (155), convinced of the values of children's literature in the social studies, developed nine categories for clarifying the values of such resources and applied them to wonder tales appropriate for the primary grades. Having made a case for the use of these materials, she developed and included in the report of her study suggestions for their use by teachers.

Thompson (327) used fifth-grade pupils to study the effect of using supplementary materials in economics in both structured and unstructured ways. One group used specific questions keyed to concepts; another group stressed the concepts but did not use the
questions; the third group was guided to use the materials whenever useful in the regular economics curriculum; there was a control group which was not subjected to any of the treatments. Results favored the group using the materials in the least-structured way.

Several government-sponsored projects are adding to the reservoir of carefully selected and tested teaching materials in significant areas of social studies content. Gibson (123) has directed a project devoted to the development of instructional materials pertaining to racial and cultural diversity in American society. Gill and Conroy (126) developed guidelines and resource materials for use in the study of Latin America throughout the elementary and secondary school. Involvement of social scientists and those with intimate knowledge of Latin America has added to the value and authenticity of the materials.

Similarly, first-grade materials on family life in Japan were the outcome of a project directed by Arnoff (9). An elaborate survey of hundreds of free materials on conservation led Johnson and Dambach (186) to the conclusion that, unfortunately, conservation materials currently available are highly technical, produced largely for other than school pupils, and fail to touch current conservation problems forcefully. He discovered that teachers were prone to select materials more often on the basis of appearance than content and that the quality of the materials was differently assessed by conservation experts and by teachers.

**Visual and Audio Materials**

Earlier research has rather effectively demonstrated the learning possibilities in visual and audio teaching materials, but there continues to be research exploring specific facets of the use of these instructional aids in social studies. Cammarota (44) found that certain films and filmstrips designed for use in the intermediate grades were more appropriate for use in the primary grades, this evidence seeming to illustrate that film makers need to be more knowledgeable about the interest level and intellectual capacity of elementary school pupils.

Inglı (173) confirmed earlier research which showed that pupils profit from film techniques. After subjecting fourth- and fifth-grade pupils to both film and nonfilm teaching techniques, the researcher found that the film technique increased factual learning and vocabulary for both groups. Only the fifth-grade pupils, how-
ever, showed an advantage in thinking ability and retention of learning at the end of the year. Arnsdorf (13) involved 234 fifth-grade pupils in a six-week instructional program in which he used projected maps to teach understandings of the distribution and interrelationship of physical, biotic, and cultural features. The researcher found the map overlays useful in developing map skills and geographic understandings; gains made by the children were even greater than expected. Based on a study of middle-grade children, Fortess (108) devised a guide to the use of paintings as resources in social studies. She found that paintings which depicted real-life situations were more effective than those which were more abstract in content.

The effectiveness of teaching a social studies unit by shortwave radio was tested by Uslan (332). One group of fifth-grade pupils was taught by radio and the other in the usual social studies program suggested by the state. The experimental group met three times weekly, 40 minutes each meeting, for 16 weeks, while the control group followed their usual routine. Results from specially-designed tests favored the group taught by radio. The reader may raise a question concerning the nature of the instruction, since unaccounted-for variables other than the medium may be important here.

Karns (199) examined the attitudes of teacher and pupils toward television as a source of data compared to the textbook. Forty-four sixth-grade classes listened to videotaped presentations of life in Africa told by Africans and examined other authority sources in comparison. At the conclusion of the “telesson” series the attitudes of teachers and pupils were assessed. Both selected the “telessons” as more authoritative than text materials.

Other Educational Media

The interest in simulation, gaming, and role playing is a fairly new one in social studies, with little research as yet to indicate the values of these experiences. One such effort, however, is the study by Wing (348), who engaged 25 sixth-grade pupils in two computer-based economics games while a control group received conventional instruction. Not only were the games initially as effective as the conventional instruction, but they also led to longer retention of the principles studied.

At the secondary level Boocock (29) and Cherryholmes (54) report research evidence that simulation games were more effective
than ordinary classroom methods in arousing pupil interest and involving them in learning. Baker (17) compared textbook and simulation approaches in teaching eighth-grade American history. The simulation presented the problems of the United States during the years between 1840 and 1960 in the structure of international politics. The control group used a textbook-study method. All groups were taught by the researcher. The post-test of learning, the retention test, and the attitude analysis in all cases favored the experimental classes.

Teachers interested in simulation games will find useful a bibliography on simulation prepared by the Foreign Policy Association (106). *Seal Hunting* and *Caribou Hunting* are two for fifth grade from Education Development Center, Cambridge, Massachusetts; *Sierra Leone* and *The Sumerian Game* are two for elementary pupils from the Board of Cooperative Education Services, Yorktown Heights, New York; *Githaka* and *The Market Place* are two others for elementary children, available from CBS Learning Center, Princeton Junction, New Jersey; and another, *Market*, can be secured from the Industrial Relations Center, University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois. Of particular interest to teachers who are involving their pupils in urban studies is *The City Game* reported by Unruh (331) and recently used in University City, Missouri. In this simulation, pupils are asked to determine action to be taken to remake a city harassed by typical urban problems.

Educational games of the more familiar type were previously studied by Mountain (241), who asked 16 teachers to test 100 games—commercial, noncommercial, or originals and adaptations by the researcher. The study confirmed Mountain's belief that well-selected educational games can be effective teaching aids, can provide purposeful learning experiences throughout elementary and secondary school, and can stimulate and hold pupil interest. Mountain's study includes detailed descriptions of the games and suggestions for their use.

Closely related to and frequently an integral part of simulation are role playing and informal dramatization, each of which has been a part of social studies instruction for a somewhat longer time. Early in the decade Cristiani (65) studied the interest and degree of difficulty sixth-grade children associated with 180 situations based on social studies content. From these Cristiani selected 20 situations to be used in such a way that all pupils in eight classes took part in dramatizing at least one. While there was little difference in achievement scores with or without dramatizations,
there was a significant gain on the social acceptance scale and improvement in interest in and attitude toward social studies. Perhaps the biggest impetus to role playing has been given by the Shaftels (297). Their fascinating volume developed from much experimentation not only describes in detail the process of role playing but includes a complete series of open-ended episodes which foster the exploration of social values.

Other studies have further called attention to the benefits of direct involvement of pupils in their learning experiences. Although the theory of social studies instruction has long accepted the idea of direct experiences, the fact that the textbook still remains in such a dominant role in the classroom indicates that continuing research will not be out of place. Schiller (283) found that seventh-grade pupils who made systematic and functional use of work-study skills in social studies achieved greater mastery than pupils who made only incidental use of the skills. The importance of helping pupils to see purpose for learning skills is perhaps most significant here.

Community resources and pupils' use of them were of interest to two other researchers. Forster (107) designed a study to evaluate the field trip as an aid to concept formation. Two fourth-grade social studies classes studied selected topics in their textbook; the experimental group then followed this study with an appropriate field trip; the control group engaged in other worthwhile activity; groups were rotated through four topics. Groups evidenced a greater degree of learning as a result of three of the four field trips, but on no test item were results significantly in favor of field trip groups. There was, however, considerable evidence of interest on the part of the experimental groups. Two groups of sixth-grade pupils directed by Hardy (150) followed a similar plan of instruction in an archaeological study, except that one group concluded its learning experiences with participation in an archaeological dig, while the other was taught in the usual way what the pupils on the dig learned through discovery. The results on a teacher-made test provided evidence of the value of the direct involvement in the discovery process as developed on the dig.

Other resources have also been subjects of research. White (346) undertook a study to determine conservation understandings desirable for grades four through eight and to identify community resources available to develop such understandings. For certain of the main ideas he found field trips; for others, there were useful resource personnel and supplementary materials. Dufty (84) studied
on a theoretical basis the values of using folksongs of the United States and Australia in the social studies classroom. Judging from this pre-experimental study, the investigator concluded that folksongs can provide insights into the life of the ordinary man and help to fill in his written history, and that they can help pupils develop appreciation for other people. He recommends a variety of research and cooperative efforts to test this theory.

**Comparative Studies of Methods and Techniques**

Several studies of a comparative nature have implications for the selection and use of teaching materials. For example, Lux (222), in a study of superior and non-superior teachers, found that highly-rated teachers favored topical over chronological approaches to social studies and more frequently used the problem method and a variety of individual and group activities. Although Lux stressed that perhaps the teacher is more important than the method, nevertheless, superior teachers in his study were teaching social studies in ways that clearly drew upon varied educational media.

Jefferds (183) used economics materials in three ways with primary children. One group used as directed packaged materials from the Senesh work in economics, *Our Working World*; one group used the same materials as supplementary resources; a third group received regular instruction in the same content by techniques planned by teachers in an in-service program. Follow-up tests revealed that there were no significant differences among the three groups.

The problems of teaching current events to elementary school pupils intrigued Slan (303) into a study comparing the use of an adult daily newspaper with the use of a commercial classroom newspaper in fourth, fifth, and sixth grades. Two classes at each level were matched; once a week for 10 weeks one class in each pair used the adult paper, and the other used the classroom paper. Tests of knowledge of national and world affairs and of ability to read the adult newspaper favored fifth- and sixth-grade pupils who used the adult newspaper. The adult newspaper seemed of limited value in the fourth grade.

Somewhat earlier, Schminke (285) had used 18 sixth-grade classes to test the effectiveness of two methods of using a news magazine in teaching current events. One method was a systematic use of the news magazine as the single resource; the other method used the magazine with optional additional resources. A specific
purpose was the focus of presentation and discussion each week. Statistics did not produce a significant difference between the two methods.

In a related effort Smith (306) also used sixth-grade children to develop a simple instructional plan in which pupils devoted practically all of their current events time allotment to direct discussion. Pupils used a commercially-prepared classroom newspaper selected because it was fully devoted to current affairs. Pupils prepared out of class, giving their first attention to two self-selected articles and then pursuing additional information as they chose. Three approaches were used for variety: teacher-led discussion, student panel presentation, and discussion based on individual student outlines placed on the chalkboard. Observers, using a discussion response scale and recording verbatim accounts of discussion, provided data from which the following conclusions were drawn. Sixth-grade pupils' responses in discussions varied with the nature of the event—its remoteness leading to a dependence on facts, its nearness encouraging reflection and free exchange of ideas. Pupils were found to be thoughtful and reflective and to exercise care in framing opinions. They varied widely in their interest in various events, but their discussions were maintained at a higher level of interest and thought when sustained by skillful teacher comment and question.

Watts (337) compared the use of five presentation models of certain geographical terms. Randomly selected pupils from five sixth-grade classes were assigned to five instructional groups. One of the following aids was used in each group: verbal definition, photographs, filmstrips, diagrammatic transparencies, or three-dimensional models. Statistically significant gains were made by groups using diagrammatic transparencies and three-dimensional models when compared with groups using photographs and verbal definitions and also by the filmstrip group when compared with the verbal definition group. Degrees of concreteness of presentation seemed to relate positively to gains made. Buckley (41) evaluated two techniques for teaching social studies generalizations, one based on the Venn diagrams familiar to mathematics students, and the other utilizing list tabulations. He found that the two procedures did not differ significantly in the results they produced.

Weinswig (339) conducted a study to determine whether or not fourth-grade pupils could learn introductory map skills best by working with especially prepared materials independently, in pairs, or in trios. All groups used the lesson materials successfully,
with greatest gains made by the groups of three and the least by those working alone. With a somewhat related interest Rich (267) also investigated pupil achievement as related to study groups of varying sizes. Following a mass presentation of social studies content, fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade children were organized for follow-up study in teams of three or five or as individuals. All pupils rotated through the variations in group size; and all had access to films, filmstrips, and recordings. For the subjects as a total group, the size of the study team made no significant difference in achievement, although the fourth-grade results slightly favored the three grouping, and both fifth and sixth favored working alone. Films were more popular than filmstrips or recordings; filmstrips were more favored than recordings. Despite, however, the somewhat inconclusive results of the study, the researcher commented favorably on pupils' high level of interest in the follow-up teamwork.

The impact of various media upon social studies instruction has spurred school systems to expand their resources and to offer improved assistance to teachers. Ingraham (174) illustrates the process by which New York City schools organized faculty and publishers to produce media kits for instruction in kindergarten, first, fifth, and sixth grades in 650 schools. With government funds, Brown (36) has developed media guides to encourage the enrichment of social studies through the use of the arts and humanities. The guides develop teaching strategies for the utilization of a wide variety of educational media. The possibilities are so intriguing that few teachers could resist them.
6. Evaluation in Social Studies

**EVALUATION** is an essential part of any academic program. This idea confronts the reader time and again as he studies plans for curriculum development or innovations in teaching. While it has been and continues to be a matter of concern for many who are interested in innovation and improvement in instruction in social studies, evaluation has not been a widely-researched topic.

A decade ago, however, Allen (6) conducted a national survey of the evaluation behaviors of classroom teachers. His findings were not a cause for optimism. More than 600 members of the National Council for the Social Studies responded to queries about what should be evaluated and what kinds of techniques would be appropriate. The researcher concluded that teachers generally do not evaluate in terms of their objectives, do not take advantage of a full range of possible techniques, do not understand the purposes of evaluation, do not have an adequate knowledge of statistics, and do place great emphasis upon evaluation procedures that yield a grade. There is little evidence that evaluation has improved in quality since this research was undertaken. After a 1965-66 study of educational practices of elementary teachers in Maryland, Duffey (83) concluded that evaluation has never been done really well in the elementary school, that grading dominates evaluation, and that unclear objectives defeat the process of evaluation.

Fraser (111: 576), who directs a yearly review of curriculum materials for the National Council for the Social Studies, after her most recent survey of curriculum guides produced by state and local school systems, comments:

Suggestions for means of evaluating pupils' progress toward stated social studies goals continue to be a neglected area in many of the guides. Indeed, as in previous years, panel members found the lack of clearly defined goals and of related evaluative measures to be the major weaknesses in the current group of guides.

Some disturbing evidence relevant to the relationship of evaluation practices in classroom to goals was uncovered by Tufte (329),
who explored the use of higher-level questions by teachers in evaluating attitudes in elementary social studies. He found that all groups investigated favored goals emphasizing attitudes and appreciations and favored the open-ended question as an evaluation device. But when the teachers were asked to formulate their own evaluation questions, they did not adhere to these original positions. Unfortunately, instruction in a methods course did not change the situation.

Some writers on the subject of evaluation explain the lack of effective valuation tools in social studies by pointing out that many of the aspects of growth educators would like to evaluate are rather elusive. How does one know he has effectively measured change or growth in attitudes? How does one determine what the long-range effects of changes will be?

Gall (120) pursues the matter in a discussion of some changes taking place in the area of social studies, emphasizing that the entire instructional program should receive its direction from desired behavioral objectives—whether or not pupils think better, solve problems more efficiently, engage in more profitable and more creative activities, get along with people more effectively. To determine these gains, innovative evaluation schemes will be needed.

Paper and pencil evaluation devices have long been the standard form for assessment; and for many of the inquiries teachers make about pupils such devices may be quite adequate, particularly if the emphasis is upon information and knowledge. But, for the most part, such tests do not result in the kinds of data that authorities in the field are seeking. The difficult task of inventing more effective data-producing techniques faces all those interested in improving social studies instruction.

Promising Techniques in Evaluation

Some of the most interesting efforts in evaluation are related to research studies which themselves are not centered directly upon problems of evaluation. These studies are planned as attempts to find out something about pupils—their behaviors, their reactions, their attitudes, their skills and abilities; but in the process of finding out, evaluation devices are imperatives. Some interesting ones are growing out of these research needs.

For example, current interest in interaction analysis is showing teachers and researchers that techniques of observation may be adjusted and refined for a variety of evaluation situations. A
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study by Herman (158) uses the interaction analysis technique itself to discover the relationship between teachers' verbal behavior and children's interests in the social studies. While there may be, the researcher says, other reasons for children's reactions to social studies, the positive relationship of the teacher's verbal patterns could have been determined in no way other than by observation.

Crabtree (61), in comparing children taught in a highly-structured program with others who were taught in a problem-solving-inquiry situation, "tested" the subjects by observing them in a free-play environment equipped with objects related to the content of the study. Her evaluation scheme included a teacher observation schedule, describing the teacher's behavior with respect to convergence and divergence; a children's observation scale of behavior, characteristics of divergent thinking and of conceptual thinking (convergent); and a children's involvement scale. These instruments offer useful suggestions for similar observation guides.

The rating scale was used by Raths (262) in a study which attempted, through a process of clarifying values, to improve pupil participation in classroom situations. In brief, the clarifying procedures were those which helped pupils through writing, through individual confrontation, and through class discussion to freely state values, reflect upon them, affirm or reject them. The evaluation procedure, which is of interest at this point, was based upon five dimensions of involvement—the raising of questions and alternatives, initiation and self-direction of classroom activity, perseverance, active participation, and attitudes toward learning. The 100 students were rated before and after the study by special teachers of art, music, physical education, and library, none of whom had been previously apprised of the study. These teachers used a rating scale, which contained a seven-inch line for each dimension, marked at each end with an extreme statement—for example, very often to almost never. The teacher placed an X along the line, and the distance in inches from the low point became the measure of involvement on that dimension, and the pupil's score the sum of the distances as rated by each of the special teachers.

Gall (119) describes a rating instrument used to evaluate the affective aspect of learning. The instrument consists of 10 statements that could be descriptive of a pupil's reaction when confronted with the task of making a decision, a judgment, or a policy. The statements range from "[The child] is unable to identify alternatives for making choices" to "[The child] has intuitive sense of judgment. Offers unique and original patterns of action. Acts
not only wisely, but timely." The teacher records the situation in which the judgment was made and the nature of the child's behavior.

A rating scale was used by pupils in a study by Easton and Dennis (88) in an effort to determine children's image of government. The researchers asked pupils to "think of government as it really is" and to circle the number of their choice on a rating scale. For example, one of the scales contained these items from left to right: "[government] almost never makes mistakes; rarely makes mistakes; often makes mistakes; usually makes mistakes; almost always makes mistakes."

A multiple-choice interest inventory was used by Herman (160) to determine pupil preference for arithmetic, English, science, social studies, and spelling. The inventory consisted of 40 groupings of three typical classroom activities (for example—Give a talk on the U.S. government), and pupils were asked to identify which of the three activities they liked best and which least.

The individual interview, a technique used by Raths as mentioned earlier, was used also by Spodek (311). In order to test his idea that kindergarten children could begin to attain important social studies concepts that would serve as a basis for further development, he involved them in a study of the harbor of New York. To collect evidence of pupils' ability to attain the selected social studies concepts, Spodek devised an interview-test in which pictures and models were used as stimuli.

The question, "Who are you?" was used by Lambert and Klineberg (207) as the focal point for pupil interviews designed to reveal children's views of foreign peoples. Following the first question, the matter was pursued with "What else are you? What else are you? Anything else?" (as needed). Next, pupils were asked to talk about people of eight foreign countries, telling whether or not they liked them and how they had learned about these people. Later in the interview pupils identified the country they would like best if they could not be from their own country and which country they liked least. Information was coded in terms of specific content and evaluative features.

Weber (338) used an interview technique in which pupils studied the hypothetical map of a country and discussed environmental influences on population distribution, economic factors, physiological and health factors, political and military factors, and social and cultural factors.

Rogers and Long (271) used a situation to probe social
sensitivity, a technique which seems to have considerable potential for classroom adaptation. Pupils were told that they were to decide to whom they would contribute $10 in a given "help-needed" circumstance. The locales for the distress events were local, national, or international. Pupils chose the recipients and then reported in discussion or writing why they gave their money as they did. This type of assessment has particular value because the high level of pupil involvement is likely to result in more valid estimates of the characteristic being studied.

Gornick (136) used a situation test also in assessing pupils' ability to transfer learning. After developing basic concepts from the social sciences using various locales around the world, the researcher asked pupils to respond to a situation in a new and unstudied locale in terms of the learning they had already acquired.

Some researchers in social studies have found it necessary to devise specific tests for their studies. Some of these may suggest adaptations by persons who have similar needs. For example, Larkins (208) set out to determine pupils' success in an economics program for the first grade. Because formal tests had not yet been devised for the program, Larkins developed a primary economics test for his particular purpose. Gill (124) devised an interesting test of eighth-grade pupils' knowledge of indefinite quantitative concepts. He selected from textbooks 25 phrases which pupils were asked to interpret concretely. Such terms as large sums of money, tallest skyscraper, tens of thousands of men, a few national parks prompted pupils to respond in ways that indicated that their information was strikingly nebulous and erroneous.

As a measure of children's awareness of selected concepts in physical geography, Sheridan (298) asked first-grade children to look at sets of pictures, each set designed to test the pupils' ability to recognize the concept. From a set of eight pictures, pupils were to identify four that represented the concept and four that did not. This test is another example of one which the classroom teacher might use or adapt to gather knowledge about his pupils.

To test second-grade children's understandings of time relationship, McAulay (229) asked pupils to respond to questions designed to reveal their maturity: Who do you think has lived longer, your mother or your grandmother? Which will be here first, Christmas or Easter? Who lived first, Washington or Lincoln? A series of questions like these also has intriguing possibilities for the classroom teacher.

To test time relationships, Chase (52) asked fifth- and sixth-
grade pupils to respond to a test of 24 questions requiring the respondent to place in chronological order five items given in each question. The questions, originally developed by Mary G. Callahan, touched four categories: past items or events related to each other or to a given present event or artifact; past events or artifacts unrelated to each other but related to a given present event or artifact; related past events or artifacts without a present one being given; and unrelated past events or artifacts without a present one being given.

Kirsch (201) attempted to assess levels of cognitive learning by fifth-grade classes by devising three methods of evaluation—two multiple-choice tests, one of knowledge and comprehension and one of ability to make application of knowledge and understanding to other situations; individual tape-recorded interviews in which pupils' understanding of the area could be probed more deeply; and observation of the teachers to determine the relationship between teacher behavior and pupil performance. The use of these varying methods points up the desirability and necessity of approaching from different angles the assessment of some of the components of critical thinking.

David (71), who investigated the conditions that foster growth in students' ability to generalize in elementary school social studies, constructed a measuring instrument consisting of 10 open-ended lead questions to solicit the child's essay responses and multiple-choice selections, a set of data to accompany each question, and four alternative choices from which to make a selection. For example, the first question was, "Land is terribly important to people. If this is true, what else can be said about it?" Teacher and pupils then looked at all the related data (a map of the world showing latitudes of various countries, statements about the productiveness of land in Egypt, pictures of two corn crops of differing production and information about the soil treatment of each, two pictures of irrigated land, a picture of rugged mountains and a comment about the difficulty of farming, and the like). Then the original question with four alternatives was presented, with one of the responses representing the acceptable generalization. David evaluated this technique as a successful one in judging pupils' ability to formulate generalizations from data.

There have been few research efforts, apart from those of commercial test builders, to develop special tests. One such test, however, designed as a concept prerequisite and development appraisal, evaluates pupils' ability to attend to a talk, to logically remember,
to detect similarities and differences, and the ability to use these skills in conceptualizing. Brown (34), who successfully developed the test for young pupils, suggests that it could be standardized for use with older pupils as well.

Henson (156) developed a 60-item test of social studies achievement for the first four elementary grades. The test, designed to measure concepts, skills, knowledges, and understandings, was successfully validated and proved to be reliable. The procedures used and the test itself may be of interest to those who have a similar evaluation task to perform.

Hills (168), in order to study children's learnings about social studies generalizations, developed a Dimensions of Learning Test, designed as a test of terminology and application. Hills concluded that children's acquisition of generalizations can be measured in part by tests, but that terminology and application items measure different aspects of learning.

Taba and others (323: 77), as a facet of their study of children's thinking, developed a Social Science Inference Test, designed to assess "the ability to discriminate between the various items given in the test problem, to draw inferences or 'to go beyond that which is given,' to recognize the limits of the data, and to refrain from overgeneralizing or from being over-cautious"; and to determine "the tendency to make errors which represent contradictions to what the data tell or suggest." The test consists of items each describing a situation in which behaviors or events are interrelated and each with a number of choices which are inferences varying in their degree of plausibility or probability of occurrence. If the child understands the generalization on which the item is built, he will be able to make appropriate inferences. The test yields scores on discrimination, inference, caution, and overgeneralizing.

Goolsby (135), interested in finding out whether or not social studies tests designed to test a specific outcome are justifiable, developed a study to determine the interrelationships among seven measures of competency in elementary social studies. He gave 555 Iowa eighth-grade pupils four tests drawn from a battery of standardized tests: reading social studies materials, map reading, reading of graphs and tables, knowledge of and use of references; and three tests organized especially for this study: judgment and critical thinking, knowledge of facts, and understanding of terms. The quite high intercorrelations among the tests and the very little unique variance among them led Goolsby to conclude that there is little justification for differentiating among tests for these outcomes,
unless using separate tests is for the convenience of teachers in preparing pupils for the tests and for reviewing them afterwards.

**Expert Approaches to Evaluation**

Although there seems to be a dearth of research specifically related to the development of improved evaluation techniques, writers in the field have not been silent. Examination of recent articles related to evaluation in the social studies, discussion in recently published texts, as well as entire volumes which relate to evaluation, highlight items useful as guidelines and some techniques that may prove highly beneficial in the development of evaluation devices. Some of these are presented here in lieu of evidence supported by research.

Gardner and Warmke (121), who are primarily interested in economics, have made suggestions which seem applicable to evaluation in other areas of social studies. They list certain subjective procedures for evaluating any program under scrutiny—getting the judgment of experts, collecting feedback from teachers and pupils, and using trained observers. For less subjective evaluation, they suggest a combination of testing devices: standardized tests to measure cognitive areas; pretests and post-tests with item analysis; and word associations—concept words to which students are asked to respond by writing words of which they are reminded. Cornish (58) is convinced that teachers carry on many activities simply because they think they are worthwhile. He emphasizes the importance of evaluating the acquisition of concepts and generalizations (a process that is much more difficult than evaluation of facts and relationships) through behavior rating scales, teacher-made tests, sociodramas, and conferences.

Ragan and McAulay (260) identify the purposes of evaluation—to provide a basis for individual guidance, to determine what understandings the pupil has gained, to improve methods and materials, to inform the pupil of his progress, to help him judge his own progress, and to improve group work. Clements and others (56) point out that evaluation serves another rather striking and important purpose, at least from the pupil's point of view: it tells the pupil what the teacher thinks is important. In other words, when the teacher's evaluation technique emphasizes aspects of inquiry, pupils know that inquiry is considered important; when facts or textbook memorization are tested, the pupil knows what is important and what he must do to fare well in the evaluation. Servey
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(296) strongly supports the importance of encouraging growth in inquiry with evaluation techniques which place the emphasis upon it. He outlines several clues for teachers which he puts into two categories: inquiry into facts and ideas and inquiry into attitudes and patterns of behavior. For these purposes, he recommends use of mental notes, observation sheets, anecdotal records, and informal tests. In evaluating children's performance relative to attitudes and patterns of action, he suggests creative projection, dramatization, open discussion of a problem or situation, and sometimes projects that grow out of inquiry.

A number of other writers in the field give special attention to the evaluation of critical thinking or its various facets. The Thirty-Fifth Yearbook of the National Council for the Social Studies has several contributors who share this concern. Chausow (23: 77-79), after emphasizing the importance of critical thinking, says teachers should test students' ability to identify basic assumptions, identify central issues, evaluate evidence, and determine whether conclusions are warranted. While he illustrates variations in the type of responses that might be elicited, his suggested technique is the use of objective tests.

Mayhew (23: 115-36) says that teachers must make quite clear what behavior they are evaluating and must understand clearly the object or attributes of the object about which opinions are being solicited. He cautions them to choose carefully the words used; to refrain from preparing more questions than can be used and interpreted; to revise questions after letting them stand for a few days; and, after administering a set of questions, to tabulate the results, discuss them with the class, and leave the matter. He would supplement tests with a variety of other devices, most of which have been mentioned earlier in this review. Dunfee (23: 154-73) lists specific ways to evaluate understanding, attitudes, and behaviors, but she emphasizes that the final evaluation will be the way in which the individual applies to everyday living what he has learned.

Standardized tests have long been recognized as instruments for measuring cognitive aspects of children's growth in social studies, but few instruments really evaluate higher levels of cognitive behavior and most do not touch the affective aspect of growth. The Sequential Tests of Educational Progress (295) in social studies are examples of tests built on the premise that what a pupil can do with his knowledge is as important as what he knows. The tests involve pupils in verbal situations to which they must respond in terms of basic understandings in social studies and which require
them to utilize skills in interpreting data; in seeing relationships among facts, concepts, and ideas learned; in recognizing bias and attitudes; in distinguishing among opinion, fact, and propaganda; in determining the adequacy of data; in applying appropriate outside information and criteria; and in drawing valid conclusions.

Curriculum Evaluation

There is little evidence at present of research directed toward the evaluation of curriculum programs in social studies. However, the proposal for national assessment of social studies must be considered important to curriculum planners. The purpose of the assessment is to find out what pupils of four different ages (nine, twelve, seventeen, and adult), from different geographical regions, and from varying socioeconomic levels know about social studies. The evaluation is based upon five objectives agreed upon after extensive analysis, probing, and discussion by scholars, teachers, curriculum specialists, and laymen. The guiding principle for devising evaluation measures was to determine what an individual could be asked to do to indicate his attainment of the objective. While objective measures were most common, interviews, free responses, and questionnaires were also planned. In each situation a determined effort has been made to test the validity of the measures; in other words, to match the questions and exercises to the objectives they were designed to measure. Campbell and Nichols (46) throw some light on evaluation of objectives for citizenship; Kurfman (206) describes the evaluation of objectives in social studies.

An effort of a different sort has been directed toward evaluation of curriculum programs in social studies. Morrissett and Stevens (240) report on a promising effort by the staff of the Social Science Education Consortium. Members of this group, concerned about how to analyze an increasing number of curriculum materials being produced by various projects and publishing houses, created a curriculum analysis system for such purpose. Based upon two major sources of information—examination of materials and classroom experience—the analysis considers the following: descriptive characteristics, rationale, objectives, teacher capabilities and training, structure of the curriculum materials, teacher strategies and learning theory, and evaluation. In each category, attention is directed to specific aspects of the materials. The resulting data provide an informative and useful description of curriculum design.
Especially interesting is the requirement for the evaluation category (240: 486): “Analysis will establish the basis for formulating judgments, determining to what extent the general objectives and specific or behavioral objectives have been accomplished, and making explicit how we know they have been accomplished.”

An interesting attempt to analyze an elementary social studies curriculum in terms of its provisions for the development of cognitive processes and skills was made by Biles (24). The curriculum plan, prepared by a Texas elementary school, was a series of depth studies based on California generalizations with emphasis upon cognitive processes. The researcher collected and analyzed the learning activities in terms of their success in clearly providing for development of cognitive skills and their progression in demand for higher skills from level to level. Biles concluded that the teachers had not been successful in designing the kind of course they had set out to plan.

Jarolimek (178), after surveying the current status of social studies in the elementary school, outlines 12 guidelines for assessing the elementary school social studies program. The guidelines as a whole offer criteria for curriculum evaluation, as reported in Chapter 2, and the twelfth guideline in particular asks, “Is it possible to evaluate the program in order to establish with some degree of confidence the extent to which major purposes have been achieved?” The answer to this question is the point of much that has been said in this chapter.
7. Teacher Education in Social Studies

Teacher preparation must be considered an important facet of any study of research findings related to elementary school social studies. Although research pertaining specifically to this area is rather limited at the present, some valuable work which will serve as a basis for future development has been completed. In this section suggestions of authorities in the field will be included in the discussion.

Teacher Competencies in the Social Studies

A determination of teacher competencies in elementary school social studies would be of valuable assistance in identifying problems which might be overcome by certain modifications in preservice and in-service educational patterns. Certainly studies like the one by Herman (160), which indicates that pupils have little interest in social studies, and other studies, such as the one by DeWitt (79), which shows a considerable gap between theory and practice in relation to methods of teaching, emphasize the significance of the teacher's role. Numerous articles and somewhat fewer research studies regarding the relative strengths, weaknesses, and needs of these teachers have been reported recently in the literature.

That new programs in elementary social studies will necessitate a strengthening of teacher education programs is a point emphasized by Fraser (112). She notes that most social studies teachers now in service do not feel secure with the new content and methodology being introduced. She points out that most of these teachers have made little or no study of anthropology, sociology, or social psychology, and that their exposure to economics and geography has been limited. History and political science have been dominant in their preservice preparation. She recommends a strengthening of preservice preparation and a massive in-service study in the social sciences. Of equal importance is study related to learning materials.
Further evidence of inadequate teacher preparation in the social sciences is supplied by Hahn (145), who found that only three percent of the social studies teachers in elementary schools in Minnesota had taken college work in political science. Godwin (129) gave a discouraging report of his study of 190 Nebraska elementary teachers. He found that fewer than half had had recent instruction in social studies teaching or viewed social studies as experts do. In general, teachers were proceeding in a conventional way, treating social studies as a separate textbook subject. Similarly, Veltkamp (333) found teachers in the tri-state region of Iowa, Minnesota, and South Dakota to be poorly prepared to teach elementary geography.

Lack of competence in economics was borne out by a report of the National Task Force on Economic Education (90). The survey revealed evidence that social studies teachers, on the average, do not know much more than high school students about their economy and that in-service teachers who have recently taken work in economics do not do very well on even a relatively easy test of economic facts and principles. On the other hand, Chandler (51), after gathering grade point averages and administering the Sequential Test of Educational Progress and the American College Test to 417 juniors and seniors at the University of Tennessee, concluded that, in general, the elementary majors were qualified to teach social studies.

The Board of Directors of the National Council for the Social Studies in its guidelines of 1966 (143) also made recommendations regarding social studies teacher preparation. It recommended that the undergraduate do 25-30 percent of his course work in general education, 15-25 percent in professional education, and 50-60 percent in academic teaching fields. Elementary teachers should have a broad background in the social sciences, with course work in some depth relevant to their teaching areas.

Studies of problems encountered by beginning teachers of the social studies carry with them implications for improved teacher education. Wendt (341) conducted such a study using as subjects 147 elementary homeroom teachers engaged in teaching social studies in a large metropolitan area. Questionnaires, observations, and interviews revealed that backgrounds were limited and numerous problems were being encountered by the subjects. Problems noted in particular were these: finding reading material for children, helping children develop critical thinking skills, making full use of community resources, acquiring the social studies back-
ground for teaching units, helping children develop both independent study skills and group skills, organizing children in work groups, and organizing varied social studies learning experiences to meet the needs and interests of children. For assistance in improving instruction, the teachers preferred special workshops, development of new social studies guides, televised demonstrations of social studies lessons, observations of other teachers, and in-service courses. Wendt concluded with recommendations that school systems sponsor workshops, organize committees to study improvement possibilities, and provide televised demonstration lessons. She also recommended that universities reexamine their teacher preparatory programs and lend assistance to school systems in improving the teaching of social studies.

Schilson (284) also studied problems of 127 beginning teachers in elementary social studies. Questionnaires revealed that most of their problems occurred in these three general areas: texts, curriculum guides, and supplementary materials; audio-visual and other teaching aids; pupil interest, pupil participation, and teaching method. Questionnaires received from supervisors identified considerably fewer problems of beginning teachers than did the teachers themselves.

Inn (175) explored problems encountered by beginning teachers in implementing a concept-based social studies curriculum. By means of interviews, conferences, and written responses, data were obtained from 60 elementary school teachers in Hawaii. The chief difficulty encountered was the selection and implementation of relevant learning experiences for pupils. An analysis of this difficulty revealed these problems: The teachers' own grasp of the particular concept or generalization was critical. Appropriate learning activities were often overlooked because teachers did not realize that a conceptual objective itself may suggest suitable pupil experiences. In their search for the varied and unusual, the teachers often overlooked their major conceptual objective. The teachers' reliance on discussion throughout the development of the unit of study needed to be reevaluated.

Pendergast (247), studying changes in role perception, found that the beginning social studies teachers in the study held a rather tenuous commitment to their career and that the subjects of this inquiry had unclear definitions of their role. He recommended that greater emphasis be placed upon the identity of a professional commitment and the clarification of teacher roles early in the preservice training of teachers. To study teachers' perception of effective social
studies teaching, Cannon (47) asked 50 experienced teachers their views on a good social studies program. Results of the survey indicated stress upon readiness, teacher-pupil planning, teacher appraisal as reinforcement, acquisition of knowledge, and the teaching of economic efficiency. One of the more disturbing studies of teacher competence, however, was designed by Weiser and Hayes (340). To examine the democratic attitudes of teachers and prospective teachers, they administered the *Purdue Opinion Poll* to students in the professional education sequence at Central Michigan College during the winter and spring of 1964-65. Practicing teachers were included also. The poll revealed that teachers generally expressed views that were not consistent with principles of democracy; results raised troublesome questions about how many teachers really understand democracy.

Two pieces of research in this area have an international flavor. Johnston (188) explored knowledge related to international understanding possessed by 300 teachers. He found that the following groups of people scored significantly higher on his measuring instrument: male teachers, teachers who had traveled outside the United States for at least three months, teachers with the greater amount of academic preparation, and teachers with more than 21 years of experience. Ninety-nine percent of the teachers felt that fostering international understanding is a responsibility of the teacher and the school.

Kranyik (203) directed his research more specifically to a comparison of the images of Mexican culture possessed by Connecticut and Mexican teachers and portrayed in certain elementary social studies textbooks. Results obtained from a questionnaire showed that the Connecticut teacher's image of Mexico differed significantly from the textbook image in 12 of the aspects. Furthermore, Connecticut and Mexican teacher images differed from each other in 9 of 16 cultural aspects.

Questions about teacher competency always give rise to problems of teacher selection. Lavender (209) attempted to find out whether or not superintendents could successfully select teachers through decisions based solely on credentials. He found, interestingly enough, that experienced superintendents could better anticipate successful teacher activities outside the classroom than successful teacher activities within.

As one of the major weaknesses in social studies programs, Bailey (15) cited the number of junior high school teachers assigned to teach subjects for which they were unprepared. Hansen
(149), in a survey of selected junior high schools in Wisconsin, found that 62 percent of the social studies teachers had neither a major nor a minor in any area of the social studies, that none of the teachers in the sample who had a major in history was assigned to teach history on a full-time basis, and that the most commonly taught units in the seventh and ninth grades were those for which teachers were least prepared in terms of academic background. On the other hand, Irvin (177), after a survey of junior high school social studies teachers in three North Central Region high schools, recommended that the total number of academic hours in social studies be reduced except for geography and that the time gained be given to study designed to help teachers meet the special problems of junior high school young people.

**Preservice Education**

A study of the sophisticated content and the inquiry-oriented methodologies associated with the various social studies projects under way makes apparent the necessity of quality teacher preparatory programs. A further study of the relative strengths and weaknesses of teachers already in service indicates that many preservice practices of the past are not adequate to the task.

Consider first the academic preparation of the prospective elementary school teacher. Although not directing his attention specifically to the social studies, Frazier (116) noted that contact with the academic areas in college has been insufficient to provide background for teaching today's children. The teacher has been placed in professional education so early in his college career that he comes back to college as a postgraduate unable to reenter the content sequences except at the undergraduate level. Hill (167) emphasized the importance of a broad liberal arts background in the areas of the social sciences, the humanities, and the sciences. More specifically, she recommended courses in geography, history, social science, economics, sociology, and anthropology for the prospective teacher of social studies in the elementary school.

White (345) directed his attention to social studies in a study of selected teacher education institutions in Tennessee. He found that the state's requirements were met or exceeded by each of the selected institutions in all areas compared. None of the institutions, however, met all of the recommendations of the National Council for the Social Studies, the deficiencies occurring in the areas of general education and social studies endorsement.
Very little has been done to the present time in structuring content courses in the social studies in terms of the background and needs of prospective teachers. One such effort in economics, however, is an example. Motivated by the findings of the National Task Force on Economic Education, cited earlier in this chapter, faculty of the Carnegie Institute of Technology (280) designed a new, one-semester course required of all sophomores, a course designed to do a few things well rather than to attempt to cover the field. While carefully structured to develop an interest in and an acquaintance with basic economics, the course did not succeed in developing students' ability to transfer knowledge to practical problems. The directors of the study concluded that teachers must have repeated experiences with such transfer in a variety of situations if they are to be able to use this skill.

The professional education of the social studies teacher has also come under recent scrutiny. A general pattern of dissatisfaction with the status quo is giving impetus to studies to identify specific problem areas, suggestions to improve the situation, subsequent testing of these suggestions, and ultimately to the assimilation of the innovations into existing programs. Typical of statements of discontent is this one by Metcalf (232: 200): "The methods course is under heavy fire. Unless it is revolutionized, it will probably be abolished."

McAulay (228) undertook a study to determine how the methods course in the social studies was perceived by teachers. Interviews with 64 first-year teachers from 17 colleges resulted in the following: Teachers said that the courses had provided little or no opportunity for observing the methods and techniques being described. Teachers found that they had been inadequately prepared in the area of organizing for instruction. They made recommendations regarding grade-level emphasis in methods classes, feeling that there was too little attention given to the primary level. They expressed a need also for a current events unit in methods. Finally, teachers commented that they wanted to be tested and evaluated in the social studies methods course as they would be expected to test and evaluate their pupils. It might be concluded that methods courses verbalize too much and demonstrate too little.

Smith (304) administered a questionnaire to 78 first-semester senior elementary majors who were taking methods courses prior to student teaching. Eighty-seven percent of the students indicated they would have taken methods courses whether they were required or not. Ninety-one percent expressed the opinion that the methods
course should be required for certification. The students felt that methods courses were a useful preparation for teaching.

On the other hand, an analysis by Monson (237) of programs of Utah universities and colleges preparing elementary teachers in social studies produced evidence that those enrolling in the courses generally rated them of moderate to little help in preparing for teaching. Unit structure and critical thinking were given most emphasis in the methods courses; history, psychology, and geography were the most prominent subjects in academic preparation.

Numerous proposals for the improvement of teacher education have been made. Research and development related to the feasibility of various of these proposals are becoming increasingly more prevalent.

The use of television is an example of such a proposal. Although using a limited sample in his study, Chabe (50) found that observation by closed-circuit television in elementary social studies methods courses was almost as effective as observation in actual classrooms. He did recommend, however, that any such viewing be conducted on a guided basis. In an introductory course in secondary education, Adolphsen (3) found that the nature of observational experiences, rather than the media, was the significant factor in differentiating the perception of teacher behavior. Gross and McCormac (142) have reported on rather promising work being done at the Stanford Center for Research and Development in Teaching, under a grant from the U.S. Office of Education. Those involved in social studies teacher education at Stanford have used video tapes in an effort to maximize television as a facilitator of instruction. At the time of the reporting, the program directors were in the process of developing tapes in actual classrooms to demonstrate the types of behavior and situations being described to students in teacher education classes. They point out that among the many advantages of video tape are its flexibility in length and viewing audience and its ability to provide the methods class with concrete illustrations of both good and poor performances, a variety of teaching environments, and differing teaching techniques.

The INSITE Project (176), inaugurated at Indiana University and funded through the Ford Foundation, developed an innovative, comprehensive program of teacher education, one facet of which pertained to the preparation of teachers of social studies in the elementary school. This facet of the program was so designed that the students involved in the project took their methods course simultaneously with student teaching, the methodological emphasis being
heavier at the beginning and then phasing out with full-time student teaching ultimately replacing it as the focal point. A cohesive, integrated experience was produced as the methods topics were actually related to student experiences in the classroom, as the students viewed their own performances as well as demonstration lessons on video tape, and as the college faculty and the cooperating teachers worked together as a team to help the student teacher during his student teaching experience.

Teachers of social studies have a direct responsibility and a specific role in educating the children of the poor. Frazier (115), for example, cited some findings of Project Aware, a nationwide research project to assess the preparation of school personnel for working with disadvantaged children and youth. Data revealed that, of the colleges which incorporated some type of preparation in this area, 60 percent reported accomplishing their goals through the modification of existing courses in methodology and in curriculum and organization and through such newly required courses as urban sociology, educational sociology, anthropology, and community psychology. It is apparent that work in the social sciences is considered important for teachers involved in teaching the disadvantaged.

Much of the research cited thus far has depended heavily upon interviews and questionnaires. Although this type of research produces useful, informative results, it does not tap the full range of knowledge obtainable. Promising results are being obtained from work designed to describe and to classify objectively various aspects of the teaching process. Obviously, not all of the research has been directed specifically to the area of social studies teacher preparation, but the techniques and devices being developed can readily be applied to the area. Work by Flanders (104) in interaction analysis, for example, has been vital to the area of teacher behavior.

Other research dealing with the development of ways to classify and analyze teacher behavior has been reported by Schueler, Gold, and Mitzel (289) and Turner and Fattu (330). These represent only a sampling of studies which hold promise for future work in elementary social studies teacher preparation.

**In-Service Education**

Although improvements in preservice education are encouraging, they are still not adequate if the implementation of the "new" social studies is to be fully realized. In-service education is
needed if the desired changes are to be effected quickly, comprehensively, and in a satisfactory manner.

That until recently social studies have taken a subordinate position in the hierarchy of topics being stressed for in-service work was quite apparent in an article by Miel (233). She reported that an examination of articles listed under the heading “Institutes” in the *Education Index* during the period from 1950 through 1966 revealed social studies to be lagging behind every other topic in total number of reported institutes on in-service education. A questionnaire provided additional information. One hundred fifty-nine usable replies received from directors and supervisors of elementary education throughout the country reported on nearly 72,000 teachers. In the section of the index dealing with subject areas currently receiving particular emphasis in in-service programs, social studies ranked fourth. It also was listed fourth in terms of the number of teachers attending institutes on college campuses. On the other hand, public school systems across the country are not unmindful of the importance of supporting the ideals of professional growth and development. A survey of 334 school systems made in 1965-66 by the National Education Association Research Division (258) revealed a great variety of activities accepted as fulfilling professional growth requirements in these schools.

Independent research in in-service education in elementary social studies has been sparse. Most research has appeared as doctoral dissertations. In a study involving 14 teachers in self-contained fifth-grade social studies classrooms, Schreiber (288) found that the types of questions asked by teachers varied from one lesson to another and that a brief instructional program designed to improve the teachers’ question-asking techniques did, in fact, modify their question-asking practices. Crump (68) found that programmed instruction in the art of questioning in social studies improved teacher questioning behavior in both social studies discussion and test construction. Her study also confirmed the fact that teachers normally use fact-seeking questions a great proportion of the time in discussion and testing and often impede the discussion process by poor questioning habits. Gagnon (118) discovered that training in the methodology of question-asking changed teachers’ behavior to such an extent that when compared to untrained teachers they used five times as many clarifying questions and that their pupils showed a significantly larger number of “thought indicators.” Davis and Tinsley (77) found that the questions asked by student teachers were largely of the memory-compre-
hension type with little stimulus to divergency. He strongly recommended that specific attention to the process of questioning be included in the preservice experiences of teachers.

Lea (210) conducted a questionnaire study of the methods and materials used by social studies teachers. She analyzed teacher responses in terms of the amount and variety of reading materials they used in the classroom. The teachers who used more materials also made more extensive use of unit planning, had had longer student teaching experiences, and had received more in-service training. Brandt (31) developed and evaluated an in-service education program for first-grade teachers involved in an experimental social studies and science project designed to promote concept and language development in disadvantaged Mexican-American children. The basic assumption of Brandt’s study was that the achievement of children who were taught by teachers who had had significant in-service education would be greater than the achievement of children who were taught by teachers without such a program. The findings did not entirely support this assumption. Pankey (246) found that in-service education, in the form of an economic education workshop, made no significant difference in the economics understanding of a group of West Virginia teachers.

Recommendations for in-service education in social studies should be noted. Frazier (116) recommended a more comprehensive program of advanced education and more opportunity for subject specialization. After analyzing the activities and verbal behavior of selected fifth-grade social studies classes, Herman (158) recommended that in-service workshops on verbal behavior be expanded to enable teachers to learn a verbal interaction-analysis system and that in-service meetings relate characteristics of children to social studies instruction. Taba (322) emphasized the importance of inductive teaching as a prerequisite for inductive learning and identified in-service education not as a remedial technique but as an agent of change. Wendt’s (341) study confirmed teachers’ desire for creative in-service opportunities. A model for an in-service education program described by Schomburg (287) emphasizes eight elements: context (expectations of the population being serviced); input (teacher knowledge of the needs of pupils); selection of content; teaching strategies; selection of instructional materials; sequenced learning experiences; evaluational diagnosis; and feedback. He places emphasis upon involvement of the teacher through demonstration teaching, micro-teaching, and interaction analysis.
Institutes, workshops, and government-supported graduate programs have been reported in the literature. Westin and Smith (344) have described in detail the work at the Center for Research and Education in American Liberties, which was created as a joint project of Columbia University and Teachers College. Among the many activities of the center was the development of an institute model designed to improve the teaching about liberty. Ellsworth and Allen (93) described a two-week summer program for social studies teachers held annually in Detroit, Michigan, in cooperation with various local civic groups. At the university level the U.S. Office of Education has approved Experienced Teacher Fellowship programs in the social sciences (96).

A particularly exciting project begun under the Experienced Teacher Fellowship program was the establishment of Chicago's Center for Inner City Studies, a branch of Northeastern Illinois State College (315). Working together in the center are creative faculty and students determined to exemplify how community and university can work together to remake inner city education. Students who have received special instruction in research have produced original studies in communication, local history, and programmed instruction. Inner city problems and minority cultures receive special emphasis. One of the major goals is to "help participants put their stereotypes, fears, and prejudices against minorities in better balance with the realities of human differences and similarities" (315: 531).

Unfortunately, not all programs are as dynamic as this Chicago one. It is becoming apparent that certain government-sponsored programs which stressed courses and seminars are giving way to support of programs like the Tri-University Project which puts its emphasis upon teacher performance rather than on knowledge acquired through formal instruction. Jarolimek and others (180) have described several aspects of the Tri-University Project in Social Studies, based at the University of Washington. Kaltsounis (198) discusses a variety of efforts to improve teacher behavior in the social studies, including the idea of the in-service "sabbatical."

The various social studies projects described in an earlier chapter are making valuable contributions to in-service education. It was realized quite early in program development that teacher preparation would be essential if the projects were to proceed satisfactorily. The preparatory work has taken many forms. Fenton and Good (101), in a progress report on Project Social Studies, noted that some projects involve the classroom teachers in actually
developing materials; others have them plan teaching strategies, while still others have them try out materials and report their findings. Revisions are made on the basis of teacher reports.

Illustrative of in-service practices is work being done on projects at the University of Minnesota and the University of Georgia. In describing the project at the University of Minnesota, West (343) noted that teachers’ institutes had been held to train teachers to use the new materials and that staff members had worked with teachers in the field and revised materials in the light of teacher reactions.

Rice and Bailey (266) reported that each experimental school associated with the project at the University of Georgia has had two types of cooperating teachers at each grade level: an experimental teacher who receives training in anthropology and a control teacher who also uses the materials but does not have training in anthropology. This arrangement permits the project to determine the instructional utility of the materials produced for the general elementary teacher who has had no training in anthropology. In a study based on this same project, Greene (140) found that there were no significant differences in achievement favoring pupils taught by teachers who had had experience with the anthropology materials prior to their work with children.

The Greater Cleveland Social Science Program (73; 134) also has been engaged in a rather extensive in-service education project. An innovative and highly successful educative practice was the use of telelectures. A closed-circuit telephone network was established so that many teachers could hear outstanding speakers in the social sciences and then could question them directly following their lectures. A series of 12 tapes has been made of the telelectures. Independent study materials have also been developed to aid the teacher in his learning.

In a government-funded project, Harnack (152) has developed a unique in-service program. An electronic computer delivers to teachers suggested group and individual unit activities in social studies when teachers submit to the computer center objectives selected from a master file and a checklist of pupil characteristics. Implementation of the suggestions, of course, rests with the teachers, but making such resources almost instantly available has in-service possibilities of some magnitude.

The importance of teacher education in social studies, both preservice and in-service, can hardly be overemphasized. For the findings of research and developmental work to be of maximum
value in the classroom, the teacher must be confident and secure with regard to process and to content. Efforts to date have revealed a growing interest on the part of teachers and a promising measure of success in the formulative stages of innovative programs devoted to the preparation of social studies teachers.
Conclusion

RESEARCH In elementary social studies is continuing apace. While the studies of the decade just past have added much to the knowledge of what to teach and how to teach, there are many unanswered questions. Perhaps in no other area of the elementary school are there more basic problems to be solved and more opportunities for definitive research.

Price and others (255), reporting the proceedings of a conference devoted to exploring needed research in social studies, raised again some of the perennial questions: In the realm of objectives, what shall be taught? Facts? Methods? Values? Beliefs? Shall learning be guided by principles of maturation or by the concept of early introduction of concepts? What factors determine when something may be learned most efficiently and effectively? What kinds of content stimulate curiosity and at what levels? Is there one method or several? How do various approaches influence beliefs, attitudes, and values? Under what conditions does commitment lead to actions?

Problems of a different nature are posed when social studies educators consider the current social scene. What should the school teach about war, population growth, pollution, prejudice? How can pupils be prepared for participation in a world fighting for its survival? How can social studies challenge boys and girls to courageous action for the future? What kind of social studies is best suited to pupils of the inner city? How can social studies contribute to better human relationships? How can social studies become more relevant to real life? These concerns are urgent and profound.

In pondering unsolved problems and unanswered questions against the backdrop of the research reviewed in this booklet, the reader senses that—in spite of its quantity—much of it has been scattered and piecemeal. A pressing need now is to find a way to select the best of the pieces, to fit them together into meaningful models, and to test the application of such models to social studies instruction.

The difficulty of accomplishing the organization of what is
already known is truly monumental. As yet there have been only a very few efforts to promote communication among those carrying on research and those who are ready to test innovations. A national clearinghouse is desperately needed—an agency that can gather, sort, evaluate, and publish the research that will most likely cast light on existing problems in social studies education. Furthermore, ways must be found to disseminate the results of many doctoral dissertations which at present are readily available only in brief abstracts. Encouraging these investigators to describe their studies in widely-used periodicals would be helpful. Replication of the best of all the available research in a variety of locales and with pupils of differing capabilities and backgrounds would in time produce reliable evidence upon which to build new programs.

The past decade has witnessed the birth of the "new" social studies. The months ahead afford opportunities for extension, variation, and refinement. Unusual and profitable beginnings have been made; directions for the future are taking shape.
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